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 ABSTRACT 
HARMONIZING INDIVIDUAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL EXPECTATIONS  
WITH THE INSTITUTION OF THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION 
by 
Meeli Tankler 
The purpose of this research was to identify the essential curriculum components 
required for providing seminary students with an educational experience responsive to 
the ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The 
need for this kind of study arose from a conviction that a theological educational 
institution should explore intentional connection to the needs and expectations of the 
ecclesia, the general Church as the body of Christ, consisting of many members using 
their gifts and answering their respective calls to ministry both individually and 
corporeally.  
The research took the form of a qualitative pre-ministry intervention, in which I 
collected data through a series of focus groups and interviews with pastors in order to 
determine the ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in three Baltic countries. 
The next step involved comparing findings with Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary 
curriculum goals.  
The main findings of the study showed that some of the ministerial capacities 
rated highly by both pastors and laity, such as ministry with children and youth, involving 
people in ministry according to their gifts, and diaconal ministries were not properly 
reflected in the curriculum learning outcomes and not seen as interconnected. Teaching 
the Bible was another highly rated capacity, well reflected in curriculum learning 
 outcomes but mostly not connected to another important capacity—discerning the needs 
in church and community. Finally, even as the capacity for outreach was rated highly and 
properly reflected in the learning outcomes, the pastoral leaders did not see it as 
connected to any leadership issues.  
These findings led to several recommendations regarding curriculum development 
as well as the whole educational process of the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary, 
including reviewing the curriculum about its coherence and clarity as well as adding 
some classes, focusing more to leadership skills, and emphasizing the interconnectedness 
of different ministry areas.  
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CHAPTER 1 
PROBLEM 
Introduction  
My personal journey has brought me from the role of pastor’s wife, in which I 
experienced the congregation’s needs quite closely, the role of teacher in the theological 
seminary, and to my current role as a president of the seminary, in which I am charged 
with the responsibility for the content and methodology of theological education given to 
potential pastors and coworkers in the Church. My life experience as a voluntary 
coworker in the church in several different areas has helped me understand more deeply 
the answers given in the course of this study, and I genuinely am interested in making the 
theological education in our seminary as practical and as theologically and biblically deep 
as possible. 
When interviewed during the admissions process, most Baltic Methodist 
Theological Seminary students point out their strong personal desire to “grow in faith,” 
“develop better knowledge of God,” “acquire deeper understanding of the Scripture,” or 
other related replies. The theological educational institution’s role involves facilitating 
both academic learning and spiritual formation in a way that supports personal 
development. Nevertheless, the primary goal of educating people in the theological 
educational institution requires preparing them for ministry in and for God’s kingdom.  
Another important dimension of the theological educational institution’s work 
involves a conscious connection with the needs and expectations of the ecclesia, the 
general Church as the body of Christ, which consists of many members using their 
respective gifts and answering their respective calls to ministry. Lois Malcolm 
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emphasizes the importance of “dimensions of seminary education … to be woven into the 
overall pattern of ‘educating leaders for Christian communities’” (153). When students 
grow and mature spiritually, as a natural consequence of this growth they generally grow 
in discovering their personal callings and levels of desire to serve in this calling. The 
local church, then, should provide them with a proper environment for serving in their 
calling as members of the body of Christ. George Weigel describes the Christian idea of 
vocation as “the unique role each Christian plays in the cosmic drama of creation and 
redemption” (102), thus showing how the concept of an individual as someone called by 
God has played a significant role in shaping the Western idea of individualism–not so 
much in the sense of a self-constituting autonomy as of living out a singular, God-given 
destiny. 
The tension between educational institutions and institutional churches seems to 
focus on the contradiction between theory and practice and around ministry skills 
presumably needed in the daily work of the minister or the lay leader. Skills such as the 
ability to teach and preach, manage financial and administrative issues, solve 
interpersonal conflicts, and etc. become disconnected too easily from the broad 
theoretical heritage of more than twenty centuries of theological thought. One effort to 
bridge this gap grows out of a Congregational Ministry Program funded by the Lilly 
Endowment in 1998 (Cahalan 70). Kathleen A. Cahalan’s report concerning the results of 
this program explores a question about the balance between high academic levels and 
intentional spiritual formation in theological seminaries. Cahalan concludes, “the 
intentional spiritual formation program is lacking in many seminaries” (71), and thus one 
of the improvements theological educators have agreed to develop in their schools 
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concern “the spiritual formation program, enhancing ministerial identity and the practice 
of ministry” (88). Cahalan’s approach clearly emphasizes the link between the personal 
and corporeal aspects of spiritual growth by pointing out both the need for clarity about 
one’s call to ministry and its manifestation in the midst of the body of Christ. 
Through this study, I hoped to create a mutual awareness both in the church and 
in the seminary, “that the seminary is not a remote center of intellectual activity but an 
institution deeply interested in and committed to the health and witness of congregations” 
(van Dyk 236). The encounters with laity and clergy in the process of conducting 
interviews and having focus group conversations showed the importance of creating the 
dialogue between the church and the seminary, and also the openness to develop this 
dialogue with the common goal of advancing God’s kingdom. 
According to Thomas C. Oden, the call to ministry begins as an inward call leading 
to a deep self-examination; still, after a while this inward call quite naturally leads to “the 
outward call”–the affirmation of the visible, believing community (Pastoral Theology 
20). Christian ministry requires service to others, so these others likely can examine 
qualities in a person claiming a divine calling. The divine calling exhibits a back and 
forth dynamic, as evidenced by Jesus’ actions in the book of Mark. First, Mark writes of 
Jesus calling his disciples to follow him (Mark 1:14-19), sending them out for ministry 
(Mark 6:7-12), and then gathering them together again for a certain kind of evaluation 
time (Mark 6:30-31).  
Human beings answer the call to ministry both as individuals and as a community 
of believers. The Old Testament image of God’s people actually meant, “God’s 
‘priesthood’ in the midst of the nations, a term implying a representative, mediatorial 
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role” (Wright 260). As a result, the ministry of the Church should reflect the same 
image–a community of people called to carry on God’s invitation, and “ultimately 
bringing the nations into covenant fellowship with Yahweh” (260). Theological 
education does not stand outside this invitation. 
In reality, however, individual and ecclesiastical expectations regarding the 
theological education do not always match. The mismatch may lead to frustration on both 
sides—namely, with graduates who feel out of place in their respective churches and with 
churches that lack workers in spite of having theologically educated members in their 
midst. Confusion regarding the expected outcomes of theological education sometimes 
can result directly from “polarizing academy and church,” as Michael Battle describes. 
However, Battle describes his experience in which “the need to seek God in all things 
facilitates a coherent understanding of my vocation as priest and professor,” and thus 
points out the way to avoid this kind of polarization in the context of a theological 
education institution (160).  
In the ecclesiastical situation of the Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania, formal theological education has been available for less than two decades. As 
a result, suspicion regarding the relevance of theological education to the needs of real 
ministry by the Church easily arises and thus undermines the relationship between the 
educational institution and the Church. A need for theological education to correspond 
with actual ministry needs is crucial in order to “link tradition with change,” as George 
Lindbeck proposes in his cultural-linguistic approach to theological education (qtd. Little 
655). 
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Edward Farley writes, “[T]he focus on clergy education is vocation as a special, 
ecclesial work” (“Structure” 261). As a result, preparation for ministry has to include 
both theological thinking and actions emerging from such thinking. Potential ministers 
need certain skills in order to work effectively in the parish, but ministers carry out their 
vocations in a variety of ways, including certain behavioral patterns, professional 
practices, and beliefs and attitudes about this particular vocation. With these and other 
characteristics, Christian ministry shares common features with other types of 
professions.  
Perhaps the task of theological education as preparation for ministry should focus 
on teaching students “to reflect theologically on ministry and reflect practically on 
theology” (van Dyk 234). Creating such educational practices would help overcome the 
gap between the theological theory and ministerial practice that otherwise seems so wide 
and deep. Malcolm expresses a yearning for enough time and space to reflect upon 
religious experiences and ministry: 
What I wanted to preserve was precisely the time and space in the Peter 
and Cornelius story for not only having visions but also for figuring out 
what they are about. I had very specific fears about what would happen if 
the time and space for such theoretical reflection were lost. (143) 
At its best, theological education should provide the student sufficient time and space—
as well as basic guidance and a conductive atmosphere—for this type of reflection. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this research was to identify the essential curriculum components 
required for providing for seminary students an educational experience responsive to the 
ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.  
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Research Questions 
In order to identify essential curriculum components required for providing 
seminary students with an educational experience responsive to churches’ needs, I 
identified two research questions: 
Research Question #1 
Based upon the needs assessment, what ministerial capacities do United 
Methodist churches in the Baltic countries need?  
Research Question #2 
Based upon the needs assessment, which essential curriculum components support 
the churches’ needs?  
Definition of Terms 
Terms to be defined for this study are as follows: curriculum components, and 
ministerial capacities 
Curriculum components refer to smaller or larger elements of the seminary 
curriculum such as particular theories, schools of theology, aspects of ministerial 
practice, and etc. 
Ministerial capacities refer to areas of knowledge, gifts, and skills needed for the 
ministry of the local church (in and for the local congregation’s ministry). 
Pre-Ministry Intervention 
I conducted this research in order to identify essential curriculum components 
required by the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary in order to provide an educational 
experience responsive to the needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania. This research took the form of a qualitative, pre-ministry intervention in which 
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I collected data through a series of focus groups and interviews with pastors in order to 
determine the ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in three Baltic countries.  
Context 
This research exists within the larger context of the general body of the United 
Methodist Church in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania (Baltic countries). Structurally, these 
three countries belong to one annual conference, namely the Estonian Annual 
Conference. Furthermore, each of the three countries operates as its own district, each 
with its own district superintendent. The Estonian Annual Conference belongs to the 
Northern Europe and Eurasia Central Conference. 
The history of Methodism in Baltic countries reaches back to the first years of the 
twentieth century, and this history connects with the ministry of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church in Saint Petersburg (concerning Estonia and Latvia) and in North Germany 
(concerning Lithuania, especially the ministry among the German-speaking population in 
Kowno). When these first Baltic congregations were established, they were included in 
the jurisdiction of Saint Petersburg’s newly appointed superintendent G. A. Simons, a 
Methodist missionary from the United States (Streiff 142-44).  
In 1924, the Baltic and Slavic Mission Conference, which covered the entire 
Baltic region, was established. Furthermore, since all three Baltic countries had gained 
independence from the Russian Empire, and thus each existed as an independent 
democratic country, this new conference was connected with the Central Conference of 
Northern Europe. In 1929, the Baltic Annual Conference was formed, and at its last 
meeting in 1939, they reported fifteen congregations in Estonia, nineteen in Latvia, and 
seven in Lithuania, with approximately three thousand total members (Streiff 189).  
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During the Soviet occupation of the Baltic countries between 1940 and 1991, the 
Methodist Church survived only in Estonia. After the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, 
seventeen officially registered Methodist congregations still existed in Estonia, but no 
registered Methodist churches in Latvia and Lithuania survived. Only in 1991, after all 
three Baltic countries regained independence, was the United Methodist Church re-
established both in Latvia (1991) and in Lithuania (1995) with the help of General Board 
of Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church.  
By 2010, Latvia had thirteen local congregations, Lithuania had eleven local 
congregations, and Estonia had twenty four local congregations, sixteen of which spoke 
Estonian, and eight of which spoke Russian. The Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary 
was founded in Tallinn, Estonia, in 1994 (Streiff 243) with the goal of educating pastors 
and lay leaders for the entire Baltic area.  
In the broader historical context, Estonia and most of Latvia embraced 
Protestantism early in the sixteenth century, soon after the movement began. As a result, 
Estonia and Latvia were considered “Lutheran countries” during several centuries until 
the Soviet occupation (Minor 190). Conversely, Lithuania—along with its larger 
neighbor, Poland—remained almost exclusively Roman Catholic, even during the Soviet 
occupation. Each of these three countries possesses a unique religious and historical 
background, which likely influences current understandings of the church as an 
institution, society’s expectations of the church, and the church’s expectations of itself. 
The different historical context certainly affects the way the church and society perceive 
ministry needs in each of these countries. Accordingly, John H. Leith writes, “[I]n 
whatever ways that the doctrine of the church develops,… it follows the historical reality 
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of the church” (135). Until 1994, due to its historical reality, the United Methodist 
Church in the Baltic countries had no local Methodist theological seminary.  
The Baltic Methodist Seminary was founded in Tallinn, Estonia, in 1994, with the 
goal to educate pastors and lay leaders for the United Methodist Church in the entire 
Baltic area. Founded with the help of American missionaries Joy and Wes Griffin, the 
seminary initially resembled US seminaries both in its overall organization and in its 
curriculum. Regarding the process of obtaining state accreditation, the seminary had to 
adjust to educational laws and regulations in the area, but it basically retained its original 
shape and curriculum. In the academic year of 2011 and 2012, seminary enrollment 
consisted of 98 students from six countries who studied in Estonian, Russian, and 
English. Most of the students were between the ages of 30 and 40. Furthermore, the 
seminary employed eight faculty members, some of whom were graduates of the 
seminary who had pursued further education elsewhere. The seminary has emphasized to 
students the importance of serving local churches in various capacities and encouraged 
them accordingly. As a result, seminary graduates work as ministers, chaplains, youth 
leaders, and lay leaders. Several of these graduates work on a volunteer basis.  
In Eastern European countries, theological education suffered heavily and was 
often completely unavailable under the atheist Communist regime during the second half 
of the twentieth century. As a result, both the church and society still espouse mixed 
options regarding the role and value of theological education in an academic setting. 
Many Christian leaders still lack knowledge or experience regarding recent developments 
in theological thought. Due to this deficit of awareness and knowledge, theological 
knowledge often is fragmented and unsystematic. As a result, institutionalized and 
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academic theological education seems both highly valued and viewed with a certain 
amount of suspicion at the same time (Shamgunov 286).  
While attending seminary and studying theology might seem fascinating and 
attractive for many people yearning for such opportunities, and the number of different 
types of theological schools increased greatly throughout the 1990s, many people still 
fear that such pursuits will spoil the pure faith. For example, in some Lithuanian Baptist 
churches, even the very word education has “that negative connotation arising from the 
experience of sending young people to places of some kind of Christian education … and 
then losing them for good” (Andronoviciene 210). In light of such unfortunate 
experiences, theological schools need to prove their credibility as solid institutions 
offering not only academic knowledge but also spiritual formation.  
In these post-communist countries, an entire generation—and sometimes two 
generations—of pastors have relied only upon self-study, in which they had to resort to 
reading random selections of texts they obtained from abroad. Their lack of systematic 
theological education has not hindered them in keeping the church alive amid difficult 
circumstances and even persecution. Some of these pastors have very charismatic 
personalities and have suffered because of their faith. As a result, they carry with them a 
rich heritage of profound religious experiences. Nevertheless, since the times have 
changed radically, ministry needs also have experienced change.  
In many of today’s post-communist countries, vast opportunities to do outreach 
ministry among totally un-churched people with relatively high levels of education are 
arising. In this new situation, pastors’ lack of theological knowledge and inability to 
communicate the gospel in contemporary language in a genuinely contextualized way 
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seriously may hinder outreach. People who have grown up inside the church have learned 
to be unexacting and tend to accept their leaders’ particular ways of preaching and 
teaching with patience and grace, whereas new people coming from un-churched 
backgrounds do not accept substandard preaching and teaching as readily. Often these 
new people expect deeper and more sophisticated answers to their questions, and they 
desire an atmosphere in which they can grow and mature in faith not only emotionally 
and charismatically, but also intellectually. Lyle E. Schaller writes of the Christian 
“marketplace” that has produced “an unprecedented demand by consumers for higher 
quality,” resulting in a process in which “a remarkable number of Protestant churches in 
America have been able to upgrade the quality of their ministry to meet that demand” 
(25). This same kind of demand for high quality in ministry also is present in Eastern 
European countries. 
For the purpose of this study, the personal call to ministry refers to a broader 
meaning than merely the call to become an ordained minister in a church. Several factors 
justify this wider perspective. First, the ecclesiastical situation in Baltic countries does 
not allow employment of several ministers in one congregation and/or for specific 
ministry outreaches, so many people do Christian ministry on a voluntary basis (in 
addition to their daily jobs) and cannot therefore be defined as professional ministers 
even though in reality they are following their divine call. Second, several seminary 
graduates serve formally outside the Church in the secular community as chaplains in 
prisons, military forces, or police forces according to their specific calls. Third, for 
several years in the past, one educational track in the seminary prepared graduates to 
teach religion in public schools, and these individuals also should be considered as 
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following their personal calls to teaching ministry. As a result, this study defined the call 
to ministry in the broader context as an active participation in church life and/or religious 
practices outside the church while exercising ministerial skills such as spiritual 
leadership, teaching, preaching, and etc. 
Methodology 
This study sought to harmonize expectations of individuals as well as churches as 
related to institutions of theological education in three Baltic countries, Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania. By conducting a series of focus groups and interviewing several pastors in 
the United Methodist Church of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, I discovered the 
ministerial capacities needed by these churches. Furthermore, based on these findings I 
identified available essential curriculum components for Baltic Methodist Theological 
Seminary and those curriculum components still needed in order to provide an 
educational experience responsive to the needs of United Methodist churches in the area.  
I conducted this study in order to identify the essential curriculum components 
required for the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary to provide an educational 
experience responsive to the ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania. For this study, I employed a qualitative descriptive study design. I 
conducted the research by way of several case studies in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania 
(twelve churches in total). I used two qualitative assessments–focus groups with lay 
leaders, and interviews with pastors. These assessments focused on ministry and 
ministerial needs. 
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Participants 
I obtained study participants from the population of the forty-eight United 
Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The representative sample of this 
research consisted of lay leaders and pastors of seven United Methodist congregations in 
Estonia (two Russian-speaking and five Estonian-speaking), three United Methodist 
congregations in Latvia, and two United Methodist congregations in Lithuania, altogether 
twelve congregations. The total number of participants was seventy-four, including 
twelve pastors, and sixty-two parishioners who participated in twelve focus groups.  
Instrumentation 
In order to answer the research questions, I developed two research instruments. 
The first instrument, Ministry Needs Focus Group Interview (MNF), consisted of basic 
questions for focus group conversation (see Appendix A), and the second instrument, 
Ministry Needs Interview (MNI) for pastors, consisted of a series of semi-structured 
interview questions (see Appendix B).  
Data Collection 
I conducted this study over the course of two months, beginning with focus 
groups and pastoral interviews in Estonia and then moving further to Latvia and 
Lithuania. All focus groups met on site at the churches, and I completed the pastoral 
interviews in the pastors’ respective churches. The focus groups consisted of either five 
or six lay leaders. Furthermore, I facilitated the focus group conversations in the 
participants’ mother tongues (Estonian, Russian, Latvian, and Lithuanian) with the help 
of translators in Lithuania and Latvia. Pastoral interviews were led in Estonian and 
Russian (in Estonia) and in English (in Latvia and Lithuania). I audio-recorded and 
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transcribed all focus group interactions and pastoral interviews for further analysis, and 
according to the need, I also translated them into English. I destroyed all the transcripts 
and recordings after completion of the study. 
Data Analysis 
I analyzed both the focus group data and interview data according to the content 
analysis method in order to identify the most frequent themes and concepts. I looked at 
the words and concepts in their broader context in order to strengthen the validity of the 
analysis. Finally, I compared the learning outcomes of the curriculum with findings of the 
needs assessment by the same content analysis method. 
Generalizability 
The limitations of this study emerged from its distinctive geographical and socio-
cultural setting. Specifically, these three counties existed as a part of the same annual 
conference, and the founding of Methodism in these three countries began at the same 
time. Nevertheless, the church in Estonia just celebrated one hundred years of 
uninterrupted functioning, while Latvia and Lithuania feature emerging churches after 
being reestablished in recent years.  
To my knowledge, this study is distinctive, since I have uncovered no other 
research regarding the ministerial needs of churches in this region. As a result, study 
findings might be useful for future strategies of the United Methodist Church in the Baltic 
States. Furthermore, the general approach of assessing ministerial needs in a certain 
region in order to redefine and reshape the curriculum of the theological education 
institution or institutions serving the region might prove helpful for other theological 
education institutions.  
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Theological Foundation 
Ephesians 4:7-16 offers one of the basic texts concerning Christian ministry. 
According to this text’s description, the broad term ministry includes multiple facets that 
sometimes appear as independent branches of ministry but actually possess 
interconnectedness and complement each other in several different ways. John Polhill 
describes this passage in general, and verses 11 and 12 in particular:  
[This] crucial passage [shows] the relationship between the general call of 
all Christians and the more restricted call of professional ministers,… 
[pointing out that] the more “full-time” ministers … have as their primary 
function “equipping the saints for the work of ministry” (NKJV). (72) 
 
However, in its broader context, this text exists as “a call to maintain the unity that has 
been given by God to the church” (Talbert 107). The discussion about diverse gifts and 
their usage in the midst of God’s people emphasizes the importance of ministry of all 
God’s people as one body.  
Verses 7-10 explain the diversity of this body by pointing out the sovereignty of 
the giver of all gifts, Jesus Christ. A similar point also is made in 1 Corinthians 12:4-30 
and Romans 12:4-6. Verse 11 describes with greater specificity how people with different 
gifts are represented in the Church as agents of a particular area of ministry. Christ gives 
these gifts or charisms purposefully, “for the common good” (also in 1 Cor. 12:7); as a 
result, these gifts are not divisive but are given for the purpose of Christian unity (Talbert 
112). In other words, these gifts are “not ordinarily or primarily given for the 
sanctification of the individual who receives it, but for ‘the service of others’ (1 Pet. 
4:10)” (Cantalamessa 173). These authors emphasize the interconnectedness and mutual 
influence of all members inside the body of Christ.  
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Raniero Cantalamessa further explains how the charisms are in essence distinct 
from sanctifying grace, the virtues, or the sacraments that “are given in the same way to 
all” (173) since charisms are not given to all believers equally. The New Testament 
clearly teaches, “not all people have the same gifts, and not all Christians are called to the 
same functions within the body of Christ” (Edwards 141). The emphasis upon God-
givenness also seems to underscore the conviction that the church’s ministry is 
fundamentally charismatic or charism-based by nature (Frost and Hirsch 168). 
Michael Frost and Alan Hirsch also describe a “fivefold ministry pattern” in the 
Ephesians 4:11 text and especially emphasize “diversity in unity” (167) as an underlying 
concept for any Christian ministry. They affirm that paradoxically, the result of the 
acceptance of diversity leads ultimately to “a heightened call for unity, a unity based in 
one Spirit, one faith, one baptism, one Lord, one God and Father of all (vv. 1-6)” (167). 
Furthermore, Frost and Hirsch explain that different areas of ministry are not mutually 
exclusive but rather complementary of each other. These authors conclude that the 
aforementioned five functions describe the entire spectrum of Christian ministry. Even as 
some Christians are called specifically as apostles, the whole Christian community is 
called to be apostolic; even as some Christians are called to be evangelists, the whole 
community of believers is called to be evangelistic (170).  
The particular qualities of certain callings thus develop into the general qualities 
of Christian ministry as a whole. At the same time, the service of apostles, prophets, 
evangelists, and pastor-teachers should not be seen in higher esteem or as eclipsing the 
mutual (one another) ministries of all the individual Spirit-gifted believers. The term 
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ministry clearly refers to the work both of those persons specifically commissioned to 
leadership and of the whole body of believers (Liefeld, “Ministry” 722). 
The main emphasis of the author of the letter to the Ephesians concerns exercising 
one’s gifts for the common good of the body of believers. The consistent New Testament 
teaching tends to see the aim of ministry as “‘the perfecting of the saints,… for the 
edifying of the body of Christ’ (Eph. 4:12)” (Morris 720). As a result, the individuals and 
the Church community relate to each other in a very specific way–the individual gifts of 
members of the body of Christ are given for building up the whole body of Christ. The 
process of building up the body of Christ is not confined only to the present members of 
this body at any given moment but instead can expand also to persons not yet part of the 
body and to those new converts joining the body whenever the Holy Spirit is “adding to 
their number” (Acts 1:41), as Ernest Best explains (202). The evangelistic aspect of 
ministry certainly should not be excluded from this picture–the Church has not been 
called continually to edify itself but instead to expand and grow as a living organism both 
in quality and quantity. 
Another underlying assumption, especially in Ephesians 4:13, suggests that the 
community encompasses more than merely a number of individuals gathered together in 
one place at the same time. Christian fellowship is a special kind of fellowship that adds 
something to the sum of individual experiences, gifts, or knowledge whenever “two or 
three come together in his name” (Matt. 18:20). The very presence of the Lord changes 
the fellowship experience into a ministry opportunity. 
This unique community-building enterprise has still another dimension. The 
process of building up the body of Christ by means of individual gifts given to members 
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finally will lead to an ultimate goal described by the author of the letter to Ephesians: 
“…until we all attain to the unity of the faith and the knowledge of the Son of God, to a 
mature person, to the measure of Christ’s full stature” (Eph. 4:13). Several important 
qualities need to be gained for the body of Christ, namely unity of the faith, unity in the 
shared knowledge about Christ; ultimately, this unity will lead to the spiritual maturity 
(Liefeld, “Ministry” 721). Harold Hoehner describes this important truth about spiritual 
growth at length: 
Often we tend to think of spiritual maturity as only individual growth in 
the Lord but in this passage the emphasis is on the importance of body 
growth, resulting in unity. Inversely, immaturity is individual growth not 
shared with the body with the result that the body lacks maturity. (556) 
 
By using this strong emphasis on the significance of growing together as a fellowship of 
God’s people, Hoehner challenges the Christian Church to look more closely at mutual 
encouragement toward ministry by the entire Church rather than by separate individuals. 
In his letters Paul often uses the image of “body of Christ” when speaking about 
the Church (Rom. 12:5; 1 Cor. 12:27; Eph. 4:12; Col. 1:24). By using this image, he 
emphasizes the close relationship between individual members and the body as a whole. 
He emphasizes the communal aspect of learning (or acquiring knowledge and 
experience) as the prerequisite of growth that happens inside the body. According to 
Paul’s conviction, everything individuals learn, experience, or acquire should serve “the 
common good” or profit the whole body of Christ (e.g., 1 Cor. 12:7; 1 Cor. 14:26). 
Paul also uses interchangeably the images of building and growing (i.e., “rooted 
and grounded”): 
…in order that you, being rooted and grounded in love, might be able to 
comprehend with all the saints what is the breadth and length and height 
and depth, and so to know the love of Christ which surpasses knowledge, 
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in order that you might be filled up to all the fullness of God. (Eph. 3:17b-
19)  
In these verses, Paul asserts that reaching experiential knowledge occurs in the midst of 
other believers in the context of a fellowship of Christians. The knowledge or experience 
of Christ’s love thus becomes common knowledge of the corporate unity. Hoehner 
further describes the universal character of this corporate unity:  
Growth of the individual believer cannot occur in isolation but must be 
accomplished in context with other believers. Furthermore, true growth 
cannot occur by association with only certain believers, ones preferred 
because they are of the same socioeconomic, intellectual or professional 
status. Paul prays that it might be accomplished in association with all the 
saints. (486) 
In the process of building up the body of Christ, the Church requires certain ministerial 
capacities. As theological education seeks to provide an environment for developing and 
refining these capacities in the process of academic learning and spiritual formation, 
close contact with the Church is crucial.  
Overview 
Through this study I sought to identify essential curriculum components necessary 
to provide seminary students with an educational experience responsive to the ministerial 
needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, by conducting a 
needs assessment to discover ministerial capacities. Chapter 2 features a literature review 
regarding the call to ministry–both personal and ecclesial; the relationship between 
theological education and a call to ministry; ministerial capacities and their assessment; 
and research methods used in the study. Chapter 3 explains the overall design of the study 
and its methodology. Chapter 4 shows the study’s actual findings and presents analysis 
and summary of those findings. Chapter 5 contains discussion of major findings and 
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gives recommendations regarding the application of study results to the educational 
processes of the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The purpose of this research was to identify essential curriculum components 
necessary for providing seminary students with educational experiences responsive to the 
ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania by 
conducting a needs assessment to discover ministerial capacities. Based on the classic 
fourfold theological education model, the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary’s 
curriculum is in the process of renewal with the goal of keeping in mind the ministry 
needs of the Church and providing theological education focused on building up the body 
of Christ, the Church, to fulfill its God-given mission in the world. This chapter gives an 
overview of the biblical basis for understanding the concept of ministry as well as 
historical developments of Christian ministry and preparation for Christian ministry. The 
discussion leads from the call to ministry to the concept of ordained ministry, various 
views of teaching and learning ministry skills, researching ministry needs in the church 
and community, and contextualization of ministry. The last part of the chapter describes 
research design and case study methodology as well as a basic exploration of the focus 
group interview.  
Biblical Basis for Understanding the Concept of Ministry 
The biblical concept of ministry can be defined as “a service rendered to God or 
to people” (Liefeld, “Ministry” 721) or more broadly, “being sent to continue and 
participate in that movement of God towards man which began with the mission or 
sending of Christ and of the Holy Spirit” (Carpenter 146). As such, ministry is the 
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Christian Church’s basic mission and essential way of being. Although its concrete forms 
and expressions change continually depending on the unique needs of the ministry 
context, the Church’s basic mission remains solid and unchanging.  
Christian ministry is a ministry of salvation in service to the world. As God 
entrusts Christian ministry into the hands of the Church as the body of Christ, “all 
baptized are called to share in this service in accord with their states of life, special gifts 
and roles within the social structure of stable Christian communities” (Kilmartin 369). 
While making certain distinctions between different shapes and forms of ministry, every 
facet of Christian ministry should reflect the basic goals. Thus, the ministry of the 
Christian church always includes elements of proclamation, service, and worship. Since 
Christian ministry exists as a function of the body of believers empowered by the Holy 
Spirit, this body manifests ministry in different ways. Thomas W. Currie writes that 
ministry both should “nourish the life together and celebrate its flourishing” (373), 
emphasizing the multifaceted nature of ministry that sometimes focuses on securing the 
strength and means of living for the body and at other times elevates ordinary 
performances in order to celebrate the life of the body of Christ as a unique gift from 
God. According to Currie, the body of Christ in this world always has an address, so 
ministry actually takes place in a certain geographic place and in a particular social 
context. Nonetheless, Currie clearly explains that this earthly address does not set earthly 
limits for ministry: 
It is the happy task of the ministry of the church to proclaim to ourselves 
and to the world that “we are not our own” (1 Co 6:19), and never have 
been, but that we belong to the One who, in the midst of the hard realities 
that threaten to separate us from each other and from God, has made space 
for us within his own body. (374) 
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As a result, the ultimate task of Christian ministry, according to Currie, requires the 
proclamation of good news about the primary source and motivator for this ministry, 
namely God Almighty. The aim of Christian ministry involves proclaiming the grace of 
God who created the human being in his image and after the fall expressed in many ways 
his desire to re-connect with the fallen human being, giving Christians “the ministry of 
reconciliation” (2 Cor. 5:18).  
Ephesians 4:7-16 explains the term ministry as encompassing multiple facets 
including several branches, which interconnect with and complement each other in 
different ways. Part of this interconnectedness and joint ministry (Eph. 4:11) describes 
people with different gifts or charisms given purposefully to each person “for the 
common good” (also in 1 Cor. 12:7). Frost and Hirsch see in Ephesians 4:11 a “fivefold 
ministry pattern,” which reflects “diversity in unity” (167), and they describe these 
primary areas of ministry as complementary rather than mutually exclusive:  
Apostolic function, usually conducted translocally, pioneers new missional 
works and oversees their development. 
Prophetic function discerns the spiritual realities in a given situation and 
communicates them in a timely and appropriate way to further the mission 
of God’s people. 
Evangelistic function communicates the gospel in such a way that people 
respond in faith and discipleship. 
Pastoral function shepherds the people of God by leading, nurturing, 
protecting, and caring for them.  
Teaching function communicates the revealed wisdom of God so that the 
people of God learn how to obey all that Christ has commanded them. 
(169) 
Walter L. Liefeld explains that in this verse, (4:11) “the inclusion of evangelists … makes 
the important point that the function of the evangelist is to help in the building up the 
church.” (Ephesians 104). Ernest Best also supports this view when he adds that the New 
Testament use of the word evangelist “provides no evidence that it relates to a ministry 
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outside the church” (199). Both comments describe the ministry of evangelist as 
something balanced, including both people already in the church and those persons 
outside it.  
The next verse, Ephesians 4:12, raises a question, which Charles H. Talbert 
formulates as, “to whom does the work of ministry of service belong?” (113). Talbert 
concludes, “The work of ministry here refers to gifted activity by Christians in general to 
build up the church” (114), and thus he is not speaking about offices. Even as some 
scholars have argued that in this verse a certain distinction between later time clergy and 
laity already is emerging (Best 201), the main message still focuses upon serving each 
other and equipping each other for ministry. Best continues, “Office-bearers then exist to 
prepare believers for their service to the whole community; they have an enabling 
function, the clergy exists to serve the laity.” (204). In other words, preparation and 
learning also may constitute an important part of Christian ministry.  
Another dimension of this community building leads to the ultimate goal, “…until 
we all attain to the unity of the faith and the knowledge of the Son of God, to a mature 
person, to the measure of Christ’s full stature” (Eph. 4:13). Members of the body of 
Christ gain from learning to use their individual gifts for mutual uplifting and cherishing 
the shared knowledge about Christ. Nonetheless, ultimately this unity will lead to 
spiritual maturity (Liefeld, “Minister” 721; Hoehner 556).  
Still another viewpoint from Ephesians draws a dialectically balanced picture of 
the Church in which the author discusses the process by which the building becomes a 
holy temple through growth (emphasis mine; Eph. 2:21). A prayer later in the same letter 
asks that the Christians in Ephesus would be “rooted and grounded [emphasis mine] in 
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love” (Eph. 3:17, KJV). In both occasions the first part of the metaphor refers to a tree or 
plant that needs to be firmly rooted, and another part speaks about a building that needs a 
solid foundation or a stable groundwork. The complicated double-sided metaphors 
emphasize the mission and ministry of the Church as a complex phenomena that cannot 
be described in any simple way.  
Christopher J. H. Wright writes, “Our mission … means our committed 
participation as God’s people, at God’s invitation and command, in God’s own mission 
within the history of God’s world for the redemption of God’s creation” (23). Thus, the 
effort to find basic guidance from the Bible for exercising Christian ministry will lead to 
the conclusion, as Ruth B. Edwards writes, “[T]he biblical writers were not seeking to 
offer guidance. They were writing in particular historical contexts to meet particular 
needs. Hence, we cannot extrapolate rules from them. They knew many different patterns 
of ministry” (140). The only way to discern these different patterns of ministry leads 
towards a search for different words in the New Testament in regard to serving and 
service. 
The Greek language describes the New Testament concept of ministry as service 
with words such as diakoneo (serve) and douleuo (serve as a slave) and their 
corresponding nouns. In addition, the word hyperetes indicates “one who gives willing 
service to another,” such as servants of the “word” (Luke 1:2) of Christ (John 18:36; Acts 
26:16; 1 Cor. 4:1) and of Paul and Barnabas (Acts 13:5). The word diakoneo has become 
the conceptual basis for different types of modern diaconal services (e.g., soup kitchens, 
food banks, homeless centers) and the foundation for ordaining deacons, yet the term 
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often is understood rather narrowly as practical care for needy persons in society 
(Ahonen 94).  
In the Bible, the same word diakoneo is used in Mark 10:43-45, where Jesus 
responds to James’ and John’s plea regarding prominence in the future kingdom. Jesus 
approaches his disciples and offers them a simple teaching about the proper way of 
gaining prominence in God’s kingdom. Specifically, Jesus says, “[W]hoever wants to 
become great among you must be your servant.… For even the Son of the Man did not 
come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many” (emphasis 
mine; NIV). Accordingly, all of Jesus’ life and work on earth can be expressed with the 
same word: diakoneo.  
Another Greek word relating to ministry, leiturgia, and its corresponding verb, 
leiturgeo, most often refers to the priestly service of the Old Testament, but the New 
Testament uses these terms as well, for example to indicate financial ministry (Rom. 
15:27; 2 Cor. 9:12) and the pouring out of Paul’s life sacrificially in his ministry (Phil. 
2:17). This terminology describes Christian ministry in general, but “in the postapostolic 
period it is increasingly applied to the distinctive service of clergy as the Christian 
counterpart to the OT Levitical ministers (seen in I Clement and Apostolic 
Constitutions)” (Liefeld, “Ministry” 722). Thus, the worshipping aspect of ministry also 
needs to be included in consideration of the concept as a whole. 
The first Christians in the New Testament did not consider the Church as a 
community they had brought into existence in the same way that other human institutions 
had been formed. Instead, they somehow had become a special and unique community 
“by the impact of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ and by their receipt of 
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the gift of the Holy Spirit” (Leith 135). These early Christians understood that the 
formation of the Church had taken place by divine initiative, not by any human effort. As 
Sharon G. Rubey writes, the formation of the Church was “a divine gift coupled with 
human response” (9). God simply had called his people out of this world, and they 
responded to the call.  
The first Christians’ usage of the term ecclesia for their meetings apparently 
reflected directly the Greek political culture of this particular time and thus referred “to a 
public assembly of people called together for a purpose” (Frank 40). Their calling 
obviously came from God, and their purpose was “the charge given by Christ to the 
church to carry on his ministry” (Kilmartin 369). The first Christians understood that 
while God had called them together as a new kind of religious or faith community, they 
also had received a certain charge to fulfill together as such a community. This task was 
for their common good and for the benefit of the surrounding world, which needed the 
good news. This newly created community of believers was open to everyone, since 
God’s call could not be restricted. Jesus told Nicodemus, “The wind blows wherever it 
pleases…” (John 3:8), thus emphasizing that the initiative of the divine calling ultimately 
remained with God.  
In the first years, little indication of any institutional ministry was present, and as 
Liefeld writes, “[T]he passages in the Pastorals concerning elders and deacons stress their 
character and function, not their ‘office’” (“Ministry” 722). Leon Morris describes the 
holistic ministry of the early church as the body of Christ as follows: 
From 1 Cor. 12:28 we gather that included in the ministries exercised in 
the early church were those of apostleship, prophesy, teaching, miracles, 
gifts of healings, helps, governments, diversities of tongues (possibly also 
interpretation, vs. 30). The latter adds evangelists and pastors. In every 
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case these appear to be the direct gift of God to the church.… [T]he only 
reason a man might minister adequately was that God had given him the 
gift of ministering. The picture we get is of a group of ministers who had 
been ordained, men like bishops and deacons, and side by side with them 
(at times no doubt the same people) those who had a special gift of God in 
the way of prophesy, apostleship, or the like. (721) 
According to this description, even in the beginning of the Christian Church, ministry 
was manifold and probably also differed from place to place depending on the gifts of 
particular people at a particular place.  
The teachings of the Apostle Paul strongly and repeatedly emphasize the mutual 
ministry of believers to each other regardless of their respective positions in the church. 
Each person was encouraged to minister to everyone else in one way or another. Frost 
and Hirsch reflect on this inclusive approach as new and revolutionary for the first 
century believers:  
The New Testament radically reshapes the language of priesthood, 
presuming all believers to be priests, able to make their lives sacrifices, 
and able to gain personal access to the grace of God. There is no 
distinction in the New Testament between priest and laity, the sacred and 
the secular, the religious and the everyday. (Frost and Hirsch 68) 
With this radical change in the Christian mindset in comparison with Judaic traditions, 
the newly formed body of believers learned to practice a new kind of ministry in its 
diverse forms and opportunities. 
Gradually, the Church began to take objective and visible shape. The emerging 
creeds began to list distinguishing marks of the true Church such as unity, holiness, 
catholicity, and apostolicity (Frank 41). Later, in the fourth century, the growing and 
developing Church adopted a commonly accepted creed and approved a list of 
authoritative books and the episcopate as “visible external authorities … to guarantee the 
apostolic witness by which the church lives” (Leith 136). Based on this search for 
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authority, the Church soon began to consider itself “the custodian and embodiment of 
God’s reign” (Snyder 68), and as a result it made a clear distinction between clergy and 
laity, the former considered “‘the Lord’s anointed’ to rule the church in Christ’s stead”so 
the church would be viewed as the present, visible form of kingdom with its authorized 
representatives” (Snyder 68). This new development birthed a dual view of ministry in 
which all believers still were to exercise ministry in accordance with their respective 
spiritual gifts, but “authoritative teaching, leadership, and discipline were limited to a 
recognized body of elders” (Liefeld, “Ministry” 723). The radical shift that had enabled 
and encouraged every Christian to be a minister now ended with a significant division 
between clergy and lay. 
Thus, the institutional church, supporting the tendency “to identify the kingdom 
with church structures, and emphasizing the sacred space, and the church building as 
God’s temple” (Snyder 69), emerged as a main carrier and embodiment of Christ’s 
ministry. Ecclesia no longer was considered a loose fellowship of saints. Instead, it had 
acquired certain structures, polity, and hierarchy as any other institution of the world. As 
a result of these changes, “a development from a simple charismatic ministry, exercised 
by every Christian in an individual way, to an organized or ‘official’ ministry restricted to 
a few, ultimately issuing in the monarchical episcopate in the postapostolic period” 
(Liefeld, “Ministry” 722) gradually had taken place. However, some scholars discern this 
process of institutionalization already at work in apostolic writings, describing the 
development “from loosely organized ‘charismatic’ congregations (1 Cor.) to more 
formally structured ones with clear lines of authority (1 Tim., Tit.)” (Weber, “Church” 
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135). Regardless of the beginning point of this process, the ministry of the church slowly 
began to shift focus.  
The Protestant Reformation in the sixteenth century sought to recover the Church’s 
original, apostolic focus. The reformers’ common understanding held that the Church 
existed wherever the Word of God rightly was preached and the sacraments rightly 
administered (Leith 137). As far as is known, John Wesley also strongly supported this 
concept. Nonetheless, researching Wesley’s writings Kenneth J. Collins concludes his 
viewpoint:  
On the one hand, Wesley considers the church an institution marked by 
the proper preaching of the word of God and where the sacraments are 
duly administered. This institutional or “objective” definition allows 
Wesley and the Methodist movement to be in conversation with the 
broader Catholic church for the purpose of reform. On the other hand, 
Wesley defined the church not only in terms of institutions and objective 
elements, but also in terms of flesh and blood people, members of the 
body of Christ who as a peculiar people are holy precisely because their 
Savior is holy. As such, the church is a living organism, the body of 
Christ, animated by the Holy Spirit, and called to that holiness that befits 
the saints. (240) 
The emphasis on Church both as a solid institution and as a gathering of different people 
of God on their way toward holiness complicates discussion about the real essence of 
Christian ministry. Nonetheless, this dialectical picture with both the institutional and 
functional emphases provides a starting point for the study of ministry needs.  
Ministry of All God’s People 
One of the dangers long established churches face emerges from routine and 
repetition of customary activities according to local church tradition. Conscious steps 
toward meaningful ministry presuppose looking for deeper meaning and theological 
grounding even in relatively small moves and ordinary activities. Greg Ogden writes, 
“Without a theological vision of ministry, pastoral leaders are left with the pragmatism of 
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the moment or living out the expectations that others have of a pastor’s responsibility” 
(13). The danger of this shallow view of ministry presents in losing the potential for 
growth and development. 
Theological reflection about the day-to-day activities of a given church can 
provide a broader picture of the church’s ministry as a whole and a deeper understanding 
of the importance of maintaining continuity in all different ministry areas of the church. 
According to Phil A. Newton, keeping in mind the picture of Church as the body of 
Christ certainly promotes a growing understanding of whole vision. Newton writes, 
“Every facet of the church needs to be aimed in the same direction, having the same 
focus. There are to be no contradictions between what is emphasized in the sermon or the 
worship service or the Sunday school or the youth ministry” (278). The holistic view of 
Christian ministry Newton describes can be developed only on the basis of conscious 
reflection and healthy theological discussion among the members of the body of Christ. 
The fundamental concept of the New Testament regarding preparation and 
implementation of ministry is discipleship, and more specifically, the deeper meaning of 
the Greek word mathetes (disciple). This concept includes not only acquiring certain 
knowledge and skills but also learning from and among others how to act, speak, and live 
as a disciple of Christ in order to carry out his ministry in this world. An important aspect 
of discipleship development requires recognizing the vast diversity of gifts present 
among the laity and providing comprehensive theological education and training in 
suitable forms in order to enable everyone to serve to the best of their potential ability 
(Penner, “Guidelines” 348). Kevin M. Baker writes, “The distortion of the original 
meaning of laity into the later definition of the people to whom ministry is done has 
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harmed the church throughout the centuries” (2). Perhaps the consumerism of 
contemporary society has made this distortion even worse than ever before. 
In smaller Christian communities, though, the understanding about “all Christians 
… called to equip and empower one another’s ministry by using the distinct gifts the 
Spirit has given to each one” (Summy 46) has opened the way for laity to participate in 
ministry. In Baltic countries where most Methodist congregations are small, the lay 
involvement has been relatively active, and consequently laity’s interest in pursuing 
theological education has grown. Perhaps the new paradigm, according to Schaller, has 
replaced the old one, which “called for the clergy to initiate, to lead, to oversee, and to 
do” (59), and now “all God’s people, whether ordained or not, are called to be engaged in 
mutual conversation and consolation for the building up the body of Christ and for the 
sake of mission” (Summy 46). However, this active engagement in ministry presupposes 
a clear sense of being part of God’s mission as people called by God. 
Call to Ministry 
 Ministry depends upon God-given gifts, and a special entrance point to the 
ministry is usually described as calling. Os Guinness defines Christian calling as an 
experience in which “God calls us to himself so decisively that everything we are, and 
everything we do, and everything we have is invested with a special devotion, dynamism, 
and direction lived out as a response to his summons and service” (29). Wright explains, 
“Our mission … means our committed participation as God’s people, at God’s invitation 
and command, in God’s own mission within the history of God’s world for the 
redemption of God’s creation” (23). The combination of two words–invitation and 
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command–seems contradictory. The first usage seems to emphasize a rather subtle 
approach, but the other term includes submissive obedience to a higher power.  
Taking this definition of mission seriously means understanding the call to ministry 
as a radical starting point in which a person first realizes the deep meaning of God’s 
mission in the world and only thereafter understands his or her place in this mission. The 
invitation or call to ministry comes directly from God, even though other humans 
sometimes provide assistance in making this call more clear and understandable. Simon 
Parker writes that God’s personal and individual call “comes from an intimate 
relationship with God” and “involves recognizing God’s plan; becoming conscious of the 
needs, hurts and brokenness of the people; and seeing ourselves as participants in 
restoring Shalom to this world” (5). Parker explains the deeper meaning of God’s call: 
In the church, the word call is used in the sense to express something (1) 
that is unique to each individual, for each call is different from any other 
call to any other person; (2) that has a palpable element of urgency about 
it, for a call is a summons or an appeal that cannot be ignored; and (3) that 
comes from a Caller, God and may come through a person used as God’s 
instrument. (8) 
God as a caller has a certain authority human beings are prompted to obey without further 
questions.  
The prophet Isaiah explains God’s confirmation of his divine call, recalling God’s 
initial words, “I have summoned you by name…” (Isa. 43:1c). As a result of this personal 
and intimate call, the responder to the call ultimately steps into a broader community of 
people all called by God, at different times and under different circumstances, to 
participate in God’s everlasting mission. Thus, speaking both about personal call and 
corporate call to ministry is possible, since the called person always is called to be part of 
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the whole body of Christ. R. Paul Stevens speaks about several different layers of the 
call:  
To summarize, calling has a three-fold power. God calls believers to 
belong to him, which meets their need for belonging. God calls believers 
to live as his holy people, which meets their need for being. God calls 
believers to serve him in the church and the world, which meets their need 
for doing. (88) 
Following Stevens’ line of thought, multiple layers of understanding and response to the 
call may become far more complicated than people usually think. This response can 
require time to comprehend fully the deeper meaning of the call.  
Accordingly, Stevens also describes one specific call, the ecclesiastical call, or the 
invitation to service and leadership within the Church (80-81) closely connected with the 
term vocation. Polhill talks about the same connection between call and vocation when he 
discusses biblical references connecting the concept of call with “service, steadfastness, 
discipleship, walking worthily of one’s calling, pressing forward to the goal” (68). Polhill 
is convinced that all Christians are called to serve, and thus the minister’s task is “to lead 
others to determine their calling and discover their own place in ministry” (68). With a 
similar attitude and viewpoint, Baker explains the term vocation: 
“Vocation” is “a summons or call to a particular state or course of action.” 
The word vocation itself comes from the Latin vocare meaning “to call.” 
In much of Western society today, vocation is an outdated or little used 
term. This loss of terminology indicates that work has become something 
chosen based on superficial, external objectives such as salary or social 
prestige. In the biblical witness, however, a person’s work is fitted to their 
nature, personality, and calling. Scripture contains many examples of 
God’s calling in a person’s life to what today would be considered secular 
work. (16-17) 
 
As Christians historically have learned to distinguish between world and church as 
opposite places in which to work and serve, this quote gives good reasons to relearn this 
distinction.  
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According to Oden, the personal call to ministry begins as an inward call leading to 
a deep self-examination followed by the outward call—the affirmation of the visible, 
believing Christian community (Pastoral Theology 20). Christian ministry requires 
service to others; as a result, those others likely can serve by examining persons claiming 
to be called by God. This outward calling or affirmation by the body of believers relies 
both on a person’s gifts and character. However, the vocation of ministry applies even 
more to the life of ministry than the work of ministry. In other words, “it is more 
important who we are in Christ than what we do for Christ” (19). Oden describes the 
personal integrity of a minister by emphasizing its focus:  
All the varied activities of the pastor have a single center: life in Christ.… 
The center is Christ’s own ministry for and through us, embodied in 
distortable ways through our language, through the work of our hands, and 
quietly through our bodily presence. (3) 
Although ministry as such often is described by activities, ministry is more than a mere 
sum of such activities. Even the quiet presence of the person called to the ministry could 
become a powerful manifestation of God’s presence in the world. Wright explains that 
God involves every human being into his mission by “making them into instruments of 
his blessing to the world” (253) as God once did with Abraham. Abraham did not only 
got the promise that he himself would receive the blessing by following the divine 
calling—God also promised Abraham, “all peoples on earth will be blessed through you” 
(Gen. 12:3b).  
The divine calling refers to far more than God calling a person out of the world and 
then blessing this person’s life. A new quality of life in this calling overflows with God’s 
blessings for others still in the world. Thus, the people who become God’s treasured 
possessions, God’s people, chosen people, redeemed, saints or however they might be 
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described carry on blessings they have received from God. This never-ending flow of 
God’s blessings continues as long as the divine call is answered again and again by new 
people. 
Human beings answer the call to ministry both as individuals and in community. 
The Old Testament image of God’s people actually refers to “God’s ‘priesthood’ in the 
midst of the nations, a term implying a representative, mediatorial role” (Wright 260). 
The ministry of the church today should reflect the same image, namely a community of 
people called to carry on God’s invitation, “ultimately bringing the nations into covenant 
fellowship with Yahweh” (Wright 260). Bob Roberts, Jr. describes this communal 
interconnected image of God’s people:  
The church is not simply a place where we gather for worship; it’s a 
network of interconnected disciples who serve in the community and in 
the world. Our building is simply one division of the operational 
headquarters; our staff and pastors serve as motivators and enablers. But 
our church itself is really made up of the people who fan out from the 
building and link their jobs and skills with the work that God is doing all 
over the world. This is the church in action, engaged in kingdom ministry. 
(153) 
The community as a called-out community from the world is characterized by defining 
itself as the people of God. 
Regarding the corporate calling, Guinness also refers to the Greek word ecclesia 
meaning “the called-out ones” (in plural). Even as Roberts explains that most Christians 
tend to think about the Church “as a static group called out from the world” (157), and 
this image often “conveys isolation, insulation, and perhaps even a defensive posture in 
relation to society” (157), the isolation should not be the central focus. In many post-
communist countries where the church for decades struggled merely to survive, its 
strength has depended on its ability to defend itself against the atheistic society that tried 
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to attack and defeat Christianity. Nonetheless, Roberts continues and asserts that that 
Greek word ecclesia might include another quite opposite aspect, namely “a scattered 
community—a community called not just from the world but also to it” (157). According 
to Frost and Hirsch, “the missional church is a sent church; it is a going church, a 
movement of God through his people” (18). When the church learns to define itself as a 
missional movement, the people in the church learn to see themselves as people called to 
the missional journey.  
Based on this understanding, churches should cultivate a culture of the call that 
can be described as “an atmosphere of invitation, a way of being that encourages all 
God’s people to consider that, yes, they do have a call from God, and it prevails upon 
them to pray, study, and reflect upon what that may be” (Willhauck 111). The 
atmosphere for receiving and recognizing the call to ministry does not happen 
automatically. This atmosphere becomes a reality by conscious efforts to shape the whole 
ministry of the church in a way that “nurtures Christian vocation in general and 
ministerial vocation in particular” (Copeland 34). David McAllister-Wilson expresses his 
concern about the lack of this atmosphere in most churches and explains the need for a 
change:  
God is calling people into ministry. What we have discovered in our work 
is that the church forgot to talk about the call. In a previous generation 
pastors would hold ministry Sundays once a year and talk about their call 
to ministry. Sunday school teachers would encourage young people to 
think about Christian vocation, and then they’d go off to camp where 
many came to a decision about ministry. All together that was a system the 
church used to channel God’s call to ministry. Over a period of forty 
years, we lost what I’ve come to call the culture of the call. We want to 
recreate a “culture of the call”—a higher awareness of ministry among 
youth, young adults, and persons of all ages. (qtd. in Willhauck 113-14) 
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As God’s people recognize anew the importance of responding to the call both 
personally and as a community, this recognition consolidates their faith and urges 
them to minister in new and creative ways.  
Perhaps the biggest challenge involves keeping visible and audible the continuous 
reminder that all Christians have “entered the ministry of Jesus Christ, the Son, to the 
Father, through the Holy Spirit, for the sake of the church and the world” (Seamands 15). 
Every Christian is called at a certain place and time to step into ministry together with 
others who already have entered this ministry or are about to enter it. In order to find out 
the essence of this ministry to which each person is called, continuous growth and 
maturation in faith is the prerequisite.  
The culture of the call means keeping in mind people’s continuous need to 
develop Christlike maturity as Paul reminded, but this emphasis goes even further. 
Specifically, in order to live out this call, all Christians need continual empowerment for 
meaningful ministry in the Church. Sometimes the search for meaningful ministry 
includes initiating some new kind of ministry. Schaller writes, “it also is possible for a 
long-established congregation to respond to a changing world by defining a new audience 
and accepting a new role” (52). As the Church’s understanding of calling diminishes into 
an understanding of the call only as it relates to formal Church leadership, the Church has 
failed to understand and respond to the additional callings God has issued for all his 
people.  
If God calls all people to belong, be, and do as a part of the redemption of 
humanity, but the Church has failed to embrace these directives in a holistic way of 
discipleship, then room exists for great confusion regarding the inner drives and desires 
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people experience from the hand of God. Cahalan explains that only a few churches “see 
it as their role to encourage and call people to ministry,” thus affirming their inner call, 
and people have been “left to figure out on their own how to turn a call into a vocation 
and a vocation into service” (71). Questioning the call may be a normal reaction, as well 
as pondering it, and seeking guidance and clarity. However, this questioning process 
should lead to a biblically sound, convincing answer based on a realistic self-analysis as 
well as a sound knowledge about the contemporary society and its needs. Parker provides 
a suggestion for testing one’s call to ministry:  
[Y]our view of God must be in continuity with what has prevailed in the 
church over the centuries, and at the same time it must include a view of 
what God is doing now and moving toward in the future. A call must be 
both rooted in what we have received from our predecessors and attuned 
to the character and activity of God as perceptible today in relation to the 
specific conditions of God’s world and God’s people here and now. (14-
15) 
God’s call guides a person toward a balanced understanding about the Church and its 
ministry and mission based on God’s Word and tradition, yet this call also takes present 
reality into account. 
Ordained Ministry 
Ordained persons in Christian churches exercise the special ministry of leadership 
at various levels. The basis and origin of ordaining clergy comes from Acts 6, in the New 
Testament, when the apostles identify and authorize persons to a ministry of service. The 
Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church states, “Within the church 
community, there are persons whose gifts, evidence of God’s grace, and promise of 
future usefulness are affirmed by the community, and who respond to God’s call by 
offering themselves in leadership as ordained ministers” (¶301.2). By ordination, these 
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persons are recognized as responding to the call and taking the responsibility as servants 
of God for the benefit of the Christian community. 
The interpretations of the roles of ordained persons have changed with time. 
However, even today, different views exist regarding that role. Edward J. Kilmartin 
discusses subtle differences concerning the role of ordained persons in the Church. 
Furthermore, Kilmartin asserts that generally speaking, the Pauline doctrine of charisms 
(1 Cor. 12) excludes any extremes. Kilmartin emphasizes an organic, synodal model 
concerning the topic of ordination as a favored model, in which the Church realizes a 
common life in Christ through the mutual sharing of the gifts possessed by each member. 
In this view, ordained persons do not monopolize all ministerial gifts, authorities, and 
responsibilities, nor do they merely function to preserve the external order of the 
community (370).  
Ordination serves as the visible sign through which the Christian community 
expresses and acknowledges a particular person’s divine calling for a special service. 
Through the process of ordination, the community also affirms that God ultimately 
empowers this person in and for his or her ministry. This expectation and affirmation 
becomes clearly expressed “by invoking the Spirit to grant the grace of the ministry” 
(Kilmartin 370). Thus, the Christian community entrusts the ordained person into God’s 
hands in expectation that God will use him or her in ministry with and for this 
community, and perhaps even beyond this community.  
Through ordination the person becomes part of the clergy and unites in a special 
way with other ministers of the same order in the fellowship of a common mission. As an 
ordained minister, the person also unites in a special way to laity who share the same life 
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of faith. The main difference here lies at the level of responsibility. Kilmartin writes, 
“Only the ordained are called by God and commissioned by the community as a whole 
and so responsible for fostering the unity and life of the community as a whole” (370). 
The task of fostering the unity and life of the community as a whole requires certain 
leadership skills.  
The ordination, however, brings various expectations both from within and from 
outside the congregation. According to James Kasperson, pastors might fill a multitude of 
roles within the scope of Christian ministry, including that of preacher, teacher, priest, 
prophet, pastoral caregiver, and administrator. Among less commonly named roles he 
describes those of cheerleader, ambassador, blessed presence, midwife for life passages, 
ritual maker, keeper of the story, curator of the tradition, corporate therapist, and others 
(31-40). Perhaps this list can be much longer or somewhat different in different settings.  
Ordination does not indicate a higher position or a more important role compared 
to other members of the body of Christ. Colin Bulley describes the balance between 
exercising one’s spiritual gifts, and using one’s ministerial authority emphasizing the 
submission to God’s grace:  
[T]he gifts necessary for this authority were not viewed as making of them 
a separate caste but rather as manifestations of the Spirit who distributed 
gifts to every Christian. Authority, therefore, is all of grace and should be 
exercised in that light. (48) 
 
This view of gifts and responsibilities connected with ordination reflects the same 
diakoneo that characterized the ministry of Christ. Furthermore, the daily work of an 
ordained minister may consist of multiple small and inconspicuous duties that become 
visible only when not performed well. Jerry Marcellino describes the array of ministerial 
tasks:  
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A pastor’s fitness to lead Christ’s church does not begin and end with his 
primary duties of the pulpit and in overseeing the flock, but rather 
manifests itself in many of the secondary areas of his ministerial 
responsibilities, and chief among them is his leadership role in the weekly 
planning of God-centered worship services. (135) 
Perhaps one of the most significant characteristics of an ordained minister is his or her 
leadership capability combined with certain charisms.  
Teaching and Learning Ministry Skills 
If ministry is a complicated and responsible task to which all Christians are called, 
then Christians might ask how fellow human beings can prepare each other for the 
ministry. However, the divine call of becoming part of God’s mission in and for this 
world reveals human incompetence and requires additional skills and knowledge. God in 
his grace is able to provide charisms, but David G. Asp explains the interesting balance in 
God’s providence:  
It seems that God, in his economy, has provided that He will 
providentially enable man, but He also expects a human effort to use what 
He has provided. With the assumption that humans are co-workers with 
God in the equipping and schooling of pastors how to best use the 
principles and spiritual gifts that God has provided. (3) 
As this combination of God’s providence and human effort results in better and more 
skillful ministry, the roots of the tension between human skills and divine gifts can be 
explored.  
Farley has stated, “[T]he focus on clergy education is vocation as a special, 
ecclesial work” (“Structure” 261). Based on this thought, the implementation of clergy 
education means securing preparation for ministry including both intellectual tools for 
theological thinking and practical tools for actions that grow out of this thinking. In order 
to work effectively in the parish the minister needs certain professional skills, but people 
live out their vocations in multiple other ways such as certain behavioral patterns, beliefs, 
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and attitudes about their particular vocation. The process of building up the body of 
Christ, the Church, requires certain ministerial capacities. As theological education 
attempts to create and provide an environment for developing and refining these 
capacities in the process of academic learning and spiritual formation, close contact 
between the seminary and the church is crucial, or as Michael Dash, Jimmy Dukes, and 
Gordon T. Smith write, “[T]heological school can only be effective if it is a church-
friendly place” (73). Theological educators continually need to ask whether they 
consciously remain an active part of the church themselves. Furthermore, they need to 
keep this important link in mind while educating workers for the tomorrow’s church. In 
this context, the common basic understanding about the nature of the Church and its 
ministry becomes even more important both for the seminary receiving new students 
from the church and for the church receiving new educated ministers from the seminary. 
Seminary students’ expression of their individual expectations and study goals does 
not always reflect even awareness of their own personal calls to ministry. Wallace M. 
Alston, Jr. identifies the first step in an awareness-creating process as “to support and 
encourage students to identify the pastoral office as a theological vocation,” then as a 
result, the theological education institution becomes able “to embody a theological 
education in a ministry to others” (66). The task of a theological educational institution 
involves helping each student discover and follow his or her call to benefit their 
immediate church ministry and also for the world around them. Cahalan describes this 
task as “awakening a love for ministry, a deep commitment to the people of God, a sound 
theological mind, an ability to preach, teach, take care of buildings, and be a prophetic 
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word of hope” (63). Not everyone is called to all ministry roles; one of the biggest 
challenges for potential ministers involves finding his or her particular role and calling. 
Ministry Needs in the Church and Community 
Assessing ministry needs begins with the definition of ministry as service. As the 
Church consists of people with different gifts, the ministry opportunities depend both on 
resources and on a clear perception of the ministry needs both inside and outside the 
church walls. According to Parker, one of the most important elements in responding to 
God’s call concerns the ability of “identifying oneself as the link between the human 
need and the divine will to save” (13). This divine will to save prompts the Christian 
community to move outward and reach out to the community around the Church. 
Richard James Phipps emphasizes the importance of moving from the image of 
pastor ministering to his or her people to the “pastor/laity team approach” (91), which 
creates opportunities for the birth of new ministry initiatives and thus “structures avenues 
of ministry change” (82). Phipps’ experience of increased interest and activity of lay 
people begins with understanding that the pastor’s task requires preparing his or her flock 
toward fruitful ministry so they can be “released into ministry” according to their gifts. In 
addition, Calvin Don Brown addresses the same topic when he speaks about ministry 
teams, which “gather people who have the God-given passion for a particular ministry” 
and support and encourage the usage of everyone’s God-given gifts (51). 
Schaller writes that larger numbers of people in the post-1942 generations can be 
found “in congregations that focus on the personal and religious needs of people rather 
than on the institutional and financial agenda of the church or denomination” (23). 
Schaller also discusses the paradigm shift in general attitudes toward ministry. 
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Specifically, in the traditional Protestant self-image of the congregation, groups who 
actually performed a specific ministry appeared to possess proud ownership of said 
ministry. Moreover, Schaller writes, “the congregation owned its ministry, controlled its 
ministry, possessed its ministry, and knew who to blame when something went wrong” 
(29). Schaller’s concern about the loss of perceived ownership of the ministry by people 
who actually participate in it in several ways reflects the general shift of the ministry 
focus.  
As a result of various factors in congregational development, today’s view of the 
congregation and its ministry differs as much more collaboration exists both within and 
without the church rather than from a clear, controlling center. Here Schaller describes 
situations in which churches combine their ministries with agencies connected to but not 
part of the actual church. In such situations, joint ministries function in cooperation and 
coordination but still operate with independence and flexibility (32). Accordingly, Frost 
and Hirsh speak of “joint projects between the Christian community and its host 
community” as one possible response to the needs in the community, a response placing 
“Christians and not-yet-Christians shoulder-to shoulder in a lengthy partnership” (25). 
Often small churches may lack the resources and ability to respond to all needs, but even 
the smallest signs of good will and understanding the needs of others may enhance the 
whole ministry of the given church and motivate its members.  
Openness to the needs of the surrounding community also can lend the church 
new credibility with those persons who otherwise might relegate it to history. As such, 
ministry models need to keep pace with developments around the Church in order to be 
relevant to new generations. Schaller writes, “Every institution that is designed to serve 
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people must either win the allegiance of new generations or watch the clientele shrink in 
size” (Schaller 38). As one example, Schaller mentions the development of different 
support groups: 
The entrance of the churches into this area of ministry has silenced many 
of the critics who were pointing out the growing irrelevance of the 
churches. The creation of these mutual support groups that combine the 
learning from the helping professions with the teaching of the Christian 
faith may be the fastest growing new model of ministry in the last third of 
twentieth century. (34) 
Thus, the original biblical idea of mutual ministry becomes like a lifeline for people both 
inside and outside of the Church. 
In addition, Schaller also speaks of a paradigm shift in which recipients of a 
church’s various social services might look for possibilities “to create a new indigenous 
worshipping community on their turf” rather than merely inviting said recipients to 
“come and join our congregation on our turf” (59). Also, Frost and Hirsh and Ogden 
affirm the need to “rediscover that ministry is not confined to the church building” 
(Ogden 33). With a slightly different approach, Paul G. Hiebert suggests evangelizing 
people first in the “neutral territory” without a complete departure from the sacred space 
as a church. Hiebert further explains his ideas of the usage of different types of space: 
The church is called to evangelize outside itself. Inside, it is called to 
worship and minister to one another. The work outside often can be done 
best in neutral territory, but work inside calls for “sacred” space and time. 
Christ ministered on the streets, but periodically he took the disciples and 
withdrew into the countryside. The church, too, needs a place to be the 
church and to renew itself.… The tension between neutral space and 
sacred space reflects the tension the church faces being in the world, yet 
not of it [original emphasis]. (184-85) 
In all these approaches, the main idea emphasizes that ministry happens both inside and 
outside the church, and one space is not holier than another. The creation of the “new 
worshipping community” should begin precisely with stepping out, identifying, and 
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responding to people’s needs and thus “earning the right to be heard” (Schaller 59). Only 
then is worshipping community considered trustworthy enough for people to accept its 
invitation to gather again inside its sacred buildings and begin to offer people Bible 
study, teaching, and etc.  
In speaking of new initiatives and new forms of ministry, Schaller describes two 
different approaches: creating totally new ministries according to the new needs 
discovered in and around the Church, and creating new forms of already existing ministry 
that respond to the changes in and around the Church (60). The distinction between these 
two approaches reflects awareness of the need for strategic ministry development on 
different levels. Or perhaps, as Jason E. Vickers writes, “Instead of confining the work of 
witness to favored and familiar methods and procedures,… we should invite the Holy 
Spirit to open our eyes and our imaginations to both old and new ways of bearing witness 
to Jesus Christ in word and deed…” (68). Nonetheless, Jill M. Hudson emphasizes the 
need for a careful evaluation of both present and future ministry efforts:  
[N]ot everything in the past is ineffective and best discarded; nor will 
everything we try in the future be successful. We do need to address the 
new realities around us by the way we define “church,” how we engage in 
evangelism, and by our discovery for the most effective strategies for 
mission. Evaluation of our progress involves looking at the whole ministry 
of the people of God. (14) 
Finding the balance between totally new and renewed old ministry can be difficult to find 
or even define, but the process begins with assessing the present needs and looking for 
the best ways to respond to those needs.  
The process for determining and documenting perceived needs among a certain 
population creates a beginning point for evaluating the ministry focus. Assessing ministry 
needs means “giving the participants a chance to look at a specific population within the 
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community and list needs shared with or observed by the participant” (Forman 3). These 
needs differ in each particular community, as “each congregation presents its own unique 
set of needs” (Etzold 114). Thus, considering any minister’s (either clergy or lay) skills 
set or limitations becomes possible only after concrete ministry needs become determined 
and prioritized.  
Church-Based Education 
Institutions of theological education did not exist in the time of the New Testament 
in the same format that they exist today. In addition, no gap existed between persons 
serving as religious leaders and persons shaping and educating potential religious leaders. 
In Hebrew culture, religious learning usually took place in synagogues where rabbis 
trained young boys to know Scripture. For example, Paul recalls his learning of Torah in 
Acts 22:3, saying “under Gamaliel I was thoroughly trained in the law of our fathers.” 
When Christians began to gather as a new body of believers, their particular way of 
interpreting the Law and the Prophets in light of their new understanding that “Israel’s 
theocentric story has a Christological goal” (Flemming 60) also needed a new way of 
teaching that apparently took place in the framework of their gatherings. Once again, this 
new way of teaching still happened amid the community of believers. 
Growth and maturing in personal faith also is essential for the growth and 
maturation of the church. New Testament letters often use the image of the “body of 
Christ” while speaking about the church (Rom. 12:5; 1 Cor. 12:27; Eph. 4:12; Col. 1:24). 
Usage of this image emphasizes the close and organic relationship between individual 
members and the body as a whole as well as the communal aspect of acquiring 
knowledge and experience as the prerequisite of growth that happens inside the body. 
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Whatever human beings as individuals learn, experience, or acquire, should serve the 
common good or profit the whole body of Christ (e.g., 1 Cor. 12:7; 14:26).  
The concept of communal learning seems to be supported by several theologians, 
especially in regard to interpretation of Scripture. Joel B. Green emphasizes the 
importance of “ecclesially located Scripture reading” (66), while L. Gregory Jones speaks 
about “the communal focus for Scripture interpretation rather than an individualistic one” 
(155). Furthermore, John Goldingay asserts that Scripture interpretation “belongs to a 
number of corporate contexts … including a confessional community” (233). God gives 
his word to his people as a community. 
As a result of disappointment in academic theological education, some churches 
and denominations have voiced their opinion that churches once again should regain the 
task of educating their own ministers. Furthermore, these churches and denominations 
assert that this education should take place in the midst of the worshipping community 
rather than away from the community. Linda Cannell emphasizes the importance of 
“developing leaders in context” (154), yet she also argues that supporters of this 
approach:  
[They] flirt with the danger of losing the depth, and missing the vital 
questions that a true community of scholars brings to the development of 
the whole people of God. A community of scholars in some form is 
desperately needed by churches that tend to base decisions about 
leadership, organization, and ministry on other than biblically informed 
principles. (original emphasis; 15) 
One possible solution might entail improving theological preparation on the academic 
level while also listening to the Church during the process of designing curriculum. 
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Academic Education 
Facilitating the ongoing dialogue between the Seminary and the Church has 
presented a challenge since theological education moved out of the Church and 
established its own institutions. The tensions between “the pursuit of scholarly 
knowledge of the theological disciplines and a focus on ministerial tasks” (Cole 887) 
create sharp arguments, suspicion, and even denial of the need for theological education 
in some places. However, theological education should not be seen in either/or terms. For 
example, Michael Jinkins writes, “renewal, renaissance, reformation, and even revival of 
the spiritual life of the Church have originated from the efforts of Christian scholarship at 
least as often as from Christian preaching and congregational ministry” (3). Tensions 
need not lead to the end of the mutual dialogue. On the contrary, these tensions may point 
out the most important areas of this dialogue. 
When theology and theological study was taking its original shape in the religious 
community, in its primary sense the term theology designated the critical, reflective 
activity of the believer, and theological study involved the process of disciplining that 
activity (Farley, “Structure” 259). As a result, theological study essentially became a way 
of looking for deeper underlying meanings in everything believers ever did and 
explaining intellectually and reflectively the essence of practical and everyday Christian 
ministry, both in the broader scope and in small details. Luke characterized the Christian 
community in Berea by saying that they “examined the Scriptures every day to see if 
what Paul said was true” (Acts 17:11), so the quest for theological truth became evident 
from the very beginning of the Christian church. Also, the apostles repeatedly discussed 
the deeper meaning of certain Jewish traditions in light of their new Spirit-led 
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understanding of Scripture and decided whether to keep these traditions or create new 
ones for the new body of believers.  
Nonetheless, in leaving the immediate Church atmosphere and concentrating 
more on intellectual disputes, the focus on “doing theology” gradually shifted from 
enriching the practices of Christian ministry to analyzing different theological theories 
that always did not add significantly to the Church’s general mission. Thus, academic 
theology moved further and further away from the real life of the parish. The result was 
often confusion about the real meaning of theology and about the need to create a 
“practical theology” in and for the ministry (Cole 882).  
Discussing the artificial image of practical theology in today’s theological 
education curriculum as one part of a fourfold scheme of theological studies, Farley 
describes the nineteenth-century consensus, which “viewed the subject of practical 
theology as the activities of the church as carried out and guided by the activities of the 
minister” (Practicing Gospel 31), but by now has rather reached the “post-clericalized 
approach” (33). Furthermore, a need exists to see practical theology in a broader sense, 
which Farley describes as “a science and art of the various functions of the Christian 
ministry for the preservation and propagation of the Christian religion” (Practicing 
Gospel 33). Even as the courses with immediate practical ministry application seem to 
score highest in the eyes of students (Elliott, “Current Crisis” 11), the question arises of 
how to bring out the practical value of the curriculum as a whole. 
Perhaps a theological education focusing on teaching how “to reflect theologically 
on ministry and reflect practically on theology” (van Dyk 234) brings a better balance. 
Estonian theologian Einike Pilli ties theological education together with modern 
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principles of adult education by emphasizing the importance of personal meaning-making 
in the process of study (176), and he sees this approach as the key for overcoming the gap 
between theological theory and ministerial practice that otherwise seems so wide and 
deep. Perhaps Malcolm’s yearning for “enough time and space to reflect” about religious 
experiences and ministry occasions (143) summarizes the challenge to fill the gap 
between theory and practice. The actual problem, however, may stem from unwillingness 
or inability to build this kind of reflection time intentionally into the curriculum or 
syllabus. David J. Wood suggests that seminars purposefully should develop an 
atmosphere in which students can learn “how the reading shapes the practice of ministry 
as well as how the practice of ministry shapes reading” (301). Thus, integration between 
practical and theoretical issues based on individual experience emerges.  
Another point of view regards academic theological education as a tool for passing 
on the rich tradition and experience of Christian ministry holistically, in all its forms and 
facets, old and new, theoretical as well as practical. Jinkins seems to be hopeful about this 
holistic approach:  
I have come to believe that it is a distinctive role of seminaries to serve as 
the long-term memory bank of the Church. And, it is a critical function of 
seminaries to instill in our students an appreciation for the deep, lasting 
traditions, legacies, and memories that make us who we are. (9) 
The one main danger about this approach could be the tendency to look too much back in 
history and neglect the needed skills of analysis and understanding the present society 
and its culture. 
By now, in most of the post-communist countries vast opportunities to do 
outreach ministry among un-churched people with relatively high educational levels have 
emerged. In this new situation, a lack of theological knowledge as well as the inability to 
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communicate the gospel in modern-day language in a genuinely contextualized way may 
seriously hinder this outreach. Meeting and responding to heightened expectations from 
both educational and ministerial contexts can prove a difficult task. Toivo Pilli recently 
analyzed the relationship between the Union of Evangelical and Baptist Churches and the 
Baptist Theological Seminary in Estonia and emphasized perhaps the main tension 
several seminaries currently experience:  
The churches, interested in evangelism and growth, saw the task of the 
seminary predominantly as a ministerial training “laboratory,” forgetting 
the long-term impact which theological education has in the culture at 
large. On the other hand, the seminary, at least partly, failed to help the 
union to theologically interpret the social, political and religious changes 
in Estonian society. It was preoccupied with offering courses and teaching 
subjects, but had less energy for its prophetic task–for contextually 
relevant theological reflection and for offering “tools” for the church to 
fulfill its mission in the society. (39) 
Based on these insights, seminary serving as a long-term memory bank needs also to 
offer students proper theoretical skills for interpreting sociologically and theologically the 
rapidly changing community as well as the proper practical tools for reaching out to this 
community in a culturally relevant way.  
The mutual interaction between academy and church normally happens on a day-
to- day basis, and the truth that “schools shape the religious ecology and are shaped by it” 
(Weber, “Seminaries” 84) reflects well this interaction. The critical reflection on the 
practices of the congregation, according to Reinhold Niebuhr’s concept of the theological 
school as the intellectual center of the church’s life, represents the most important task 
for theological education to fulfill (Tiede 110). Churches urgently need a person like Paul 
who was able “to draw upon whatever theological themes or images enable the gospel to 
be incarnated into the life worlds of the communities to which he writes” (Flemming 
108). As Thomas writes, “Theological education in the third millennium must recognize 
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and take seriously the contextual, local and multicultural condition of our intellectual 
environment” (312). This goal sounds like a perfect goal that requires serious effort to 
reach. 
Some data reflects the manner in which theological education meets or fails to 
meet the expectations of real ministry from seminary graduates in different parts of the 
world. Insur Shamgunov questioned pastors in Central Asia in 2009. Miriam L. Charter 
researched seminary graduates in Russian Protestant churches during the late 1990s 
(Elliott, “Recent Research” 29), and David P. Bohn surveyed Evangelical Church leaders 
in Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, and Russia (29). Scott D. Edgar has led the research 
about pastoral training among the Baptist Church in Ukraine in 2008. In addition, David 
G. Asp has researched the adequacy of pastoral training in United States. Shamgunov 
describes the feedback from seminary graduates:  
Seminary graduates refer to the knowledge of a particular “practical” 
subject, which was later used as a foundation for developing a particular 
skill (preaching, teaching, conducting church services, evangelism). 
Several graduates also mentioned practically useful knowledge they 
acquired from lectures on time management, counseling, conflict 
resolution, church planting and organization. (229)  
 
Nonetheless, in many cases seminary graduates directly complained about a lack of 
understanding regarding how to apply the apparently “pure theoretical knowledge” into 
their actual everyday ministry practice. Shamgunov analyzed student responses and 
reached a conclusion:  
As they reflected on their training, they considered only some of the 
content of their learning as of practical value for their own life and 
ministry. Theological knowledge, on the other hand, was viewed as 
“theory”, as something that was supposed to be important and hopefully 
having some vague influence on practice, but there was little 
understanding of the nature of that connection. (260) 
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This aforementioned information illustrates a common attitude among many 
practitioners: Although they consider theological education worthwhile and valuable, 
they often fail to understand how to implement this knowledge in practical everyday 
problems and issues of the ministry. In a given example, it also may be related to the 
educational approach in post-communist countries where the Soviet pedagogy “stressed 
memorization and the uncritical acceptance of received wisdom” (Elliot, “Recent 
Research” 40). The ramifications of this learning style still persist among many students 
who as a result require more guidance in connecting different ideas and applying 
theoretical concepts into their respective ministry practices. This Soviet pedagogy style 
presents a problem in other contexts, as well. For example, Asp identifies ambiguity 
regarding the usefulness of acquired theological knowledge in the United States:  
In terms of knowledge acquired, nearly three forth of those responding 
answered that their schooling was either “quite effective” or “very 
effective”. However, when it came to the effectiveness of schooling in 
preparing one for the practical skills needed to perform in ministry, less 
than half (44 %) responded positively. (52) 
 
Perhaps the question to consider lies not so much in the topics taught at seminary but 
instead concerns the educational system’s failure to explain how knowledge fits the 
general picture, and failure to provide adequate guidance for applying acquired 
knowledge to the particular ministry context.  
Nonetheless, another extreme lies in overemphasizing practical studies “without 
the frame of reference which become technical and specialize focusing on skills” (Farley, 
Practicing Gospel 30), which can be dangerous to the general health of the church and 
ministry. However, the picture is not utterly negative according to Jinkins: 
The life, leadership, and ministry of the Church have been blessed, the 
Church’s preaching invigorated, its understanding of scripture advanced, 
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its knowledge of its own history enlightened, and its theological heritage 
deepened, whenever it has held together, sometimes in countervailing 
tension, the distinct vocations of scholarship and of pastoral ministry: two 
very different callings (among many others) that through the richness of 
God’s grace have, in a sort of living dialectic, complemented one another 
in their differences as well as in their commonalities. (4) 
In the light of this thought, improving academic education in order to equip people in and 
for ministry still seems possible.  
Contextualization of Ministry 
The work of the World Council of Churches has given rise to the term and 
concept of contextualization in relation to theology and theological education. More 
specifically, this concept connects with Taiwanese theological educator Shoki Coe, who 
defines context as, “one of three basic categories of theological discourse that should 
inform effective training for pastoral leadership and the transmission of faith” (Brelsford 
and Rogers 10). This direct connection between ministry effectiveness and 
contextualization leads to a question of teaching and learning about the cultural context 
of the contemporary world. Success in outreach ministry relies strongly upon 
contextualization skills. As Frost and Hirsch write, “The missional-incarnational church 
must contextualize its language, worship, symbols, rituals, and communal life in such 
ways as to be sensitive to and impactful in a particular cultural context” (81). The 
realization about the “particular cultural context” in any given ministry setting becomes 
crucial for effective outreach ministry.  
Frost and Hirsch define contextualization in Christian ministry as, “the dynamic 
process whereby the constant message of the gospel interacts with specific, relative 
human situations” (83). Cahalan describes the growing awareness regarding the 
importance of social and cultural context in which ministry takes place, “especially in 
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relationship to the changing role of religion in society and the emerging multiplicity of 
cultures and diversity of ethnic communities” (79) from the side of theological educators. 
Nonetheless, Cahalan also emphasizes the other side—the ministry side—saying that 
congregations should become more and more “the settings for contextualized ministry 
programs” (70).  
Such contextualization does not suggest shaping the message into the specific 
mold that most people’s “itching ears want to hear” (2 Tim. 4:3); instead, 
contextualization concerns the art of discerning a given community’s real spiritual needs 
and responding to those needs with grace and with deep understanding of local culture, 
use of right words, and use of images relevant for as many people as possible in this 
particular setting. Despite more and more diversity in the contemporary world, a common 
ground opens up for mutual discourse. Thomas discusses the relevant use of knowledge 
when she writes that human knowing always “relates directly to our social location” 
(312). As a result, every social location may set serious limits but also open new 
possibilities for ministry regarding a potential minister’s capabilities to make this 
particular relationship work at its best. Based on this assumption, Theodore Brelsford and 
P. Alice Rogers write, “Contextualizing is always a two-way street: it entails intentional 
efforts to extend learning beyond the classroom into relevant contexts in ‘the real world,’ 
and it also entails bringing realities of those extra-academic contexts into the classroom” 
(13). Understanding and considering these extra-academic contexts becomes more and 
more important. 
The growing need for contextualization becomes more important also in the 
interaction between the church and the world that is perceived as a ministry field, as well 
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as between Christians and non-Christian people around them who do not share the same 
convictions. In an effort to do ministry among and with all kinds of different people, 
Howard A. Snyder writes of the constant tension “between, on the one hand, being the 
authentic community of the Spirit, and, on the other hand, using appropriate means and 
structures for living as God’s community in a particular society and culture” (383). The 
choices concerning Christian integrity and incarnational ministry become harder as the 
society changes and the cultural values become more fluid. 
Defining contextualization as the general process by which “the gospel revealed 
in Scripture authentically comes to life in each new cultural, social, religious and 
historical setting” (Flemming 14), Dean Flemming also uses the word incarnation for 
clarifying its down-to-earth approach and emphasizes the “tension between ‘at-
homeness’ and prophetic transformation” (23) constantly at work in this hermeneutical 
process. Furthermore, Flemming writes that New Testament writings “model for us a 
process of doing theology in context, of engaging their cultures and offering their 
audiences a fresh and fitting articulation of the good news” (296). According to 
Flemming, this process operates with a clear ultimate goal, namely that the message 
should not be “simply contextually appropriate” (66). Instead, the process should at the 
same time “challenge its hearers’ entire way of seeing the world” (66). As such, the 
process of contextualization not only brings the message home for a specific audience but 
also simultaneously challenges the same audience to move toward the crucial and life-
changing question “what shall we do?” (Acts 2:37). In other words, as Cahalan writes, 
the ultimate goal of contextualization lies in creating a momentum “where exciting forms 
of ministry are shaping people’s minds” (84). Contextualized ministry challenges 
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Christians to proclaim a clear, understandable message that obtains the power to break 
the status quo.  
Flemming writes about carefully building a bridge to listeners in a way 
appropriate for each audience. He explains how the content and the logical structure of 
the gospel message differs according to various audiences, as evidenced by Paul’s 
example. In the synagogue Paul focuses clearly on Christ as a Messiah, while in other 
cases he begins his message by speaking more generally about God. In Athens, he even 
quotes pagan poets to his listeners (Flemming 75). Flemming also emphasizes contextual 
variations regarding the attitude towards Scripture and says that among hearers not 
familiar with the Scripture, “it would neither be recognized as such by the audience, nor 
its authority accepted” (69). Thus the importance of knowing the audience begins to 
affect ministry. 
Flemming explains the contextualization process for today’s Christians when he 
writes, “[B]ringing our own questions and life situations to the text is just the beginning, 
not the end, of the interpretive process” (171). Instead, Christians should “allow the text 
to ask questions of us, to confront our cultural presuppositions, to challenge and reshape 
our default readings” (172). As a result, contextualization concerns are not conformism 
but instead are a proper balance between adjusting to the context without losing the edge 
of confrontation. 
Nonetheless, in the broader European context the issue of contextualization 
actually means also rethinking the role of the Church in and for society. All three Baltic 
countries have existed as part of the European Union since 2004, and one of the first 
experiences in this union involved participating with all twenty-five European Union 
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countries in drafting the European Union’s first constitution. One of the fiercest debates 
concerning this document involved the debate whether the document’s preamble should 
emphasize or even mention Christianity as one of the main sources of Europe’s distinct 
civilization. This time secularism won the battle, and the constitutional treaty nowhere 
mentions Christianity’s role or Christian values. Thus, Europe has declared itself free 
from any kind of religious influences (Weigel 162).  
Weigel writes that the Church still can fulfill its role in this overtly secularized 
Europe by proposing “a challenge to the moral quality of Europe’s civilization” and thus 
offering the possibility of “defending the moral structure of freedom, so as to protect 
European culture and society both from the totalitarian utopia of ‘justice without 
freedom’ and from the utopia of ‘freedom without truth’, which goes hand in hand with a 
false concept of ‘tolerance’” (123). Weigel also explains how the concept of democracy 
that the European Union values originated with the Christian concept of the human being 
and the dignity of each person as someone created according to the image of God. 
Furthermore, Weigel describes the Christian idea of vocation, or “the unique role each 
Christian plays in the cosmic drama of creation and redemption” (102), which has played 
a significant role in shaping the Western idea of individualism focusing on a singular, 
God-given destiny rather than a self-constituting autonomy.  
In light of its delicate position in a society that does not acknowledge readily its 
Christian heritage, the Church needs divine wisdom in order to act with integrity and 
serenity. Accordingly, academic theological education needs to consider its opportunities 
to bridge the gap between secular humanistic sciences and theology and give those 
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persons called to ministry the tools they need for communication and proclamation of the 
gospel. 
Yet another aspect of contextualization concerns the political (and accentuated 
atheistic) past of post-communist countries, including the three Baltic countries. Peter F. 
Penner emphasizes that both churches and theological educational institutions “have 
passed beyond the enthusiasm stage and are confronted by various different challenges” 
(“Guidelines” 344), the “enthusiasm stage” marking the excitement period right after the 
liberation from totalitarian regime including the religious freedom. In today’s reality, 
both churches and educational institutions have to prove their reliability and 
responsibility in a new way.  
Research Design 
For the purposes of this study, I employed a qualitative research design. For this 
reason, here I will outline the basic principles of qualitative approach and case study 
methodology. Corrine Glesne describes qualitative inquiry as “an umbrella term for 
various orientations to interpretative research” (8). As such, qualitative research can be 
approached in various ways. Nonetheless, the basic approach calls researchers “to look to 
the specific, both to understand it in particular, and to understand something of the world 
in general” (153). Tim Sensing adds that the qualitative research is “grounded in the 
social world of experience and seeks to make sense of lived experience” (57). This 
method’s fundamental strengths involve its ability to explore, discover, and take into 
account the broader context and go into depth of the subject matter, and interpret findings 
in multiple ways (Morgan 12).  
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Case Study Methodology 
Case study research has become one of the most frequently used methodologies in 
qualitative research. Rooted in sociology, case study research emerged especially from 
the so-called Chicago school of sociology and more generally from the concept of 
casework in social work. As such, case study involves exploring, explaining, and 
illuminating the case at hand, namely a process, decision, individual, organization, 
community, or neighborhood within its real-life context in the here and now (Yin 12; 
Gillham 1).  
In the last decade of twentieth century as well as the first decade of twenty first 
century, areas of study such as social science and education as well as religion and church 
life have made more broad use of this method of research. The case study as a research 
strategy enables the researcher to gather different types of data directly in its context and 
use different sources of evidence such as documents, archival records, interviews, 
observations (both direct and participatory observations), and also physical artifacts (Yin 
80). One of the strengths of this methodology exists in its opportunity to “view the case 
from inside out; to see it from the perspective of those involved” (Gillham 11) and thus 
learn more about the informal reality.  
Description, evaluation, linking the implementation with its outcomes, and 
exploring various phenomena provide the basis for this type of methodology. Case study 
methodology proves especially valuable in cases regarding social phenomena, where 
drawing precise boundaries might otherwise prove difficult (Gillham 1). This type of 
research enables the researcher to explain complex causal links in real-life interventions, 
to describe an intervention within the real-life context, and to illustrate certain topics 
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and/or explore these complicated situations where the outcomes of the intervention are 
not distinguished (Yin 15). 
Case studies are not generalizable statistically to populations; however, case 
studies can be generalizable to theoretical propositions as they do not represent the whole 
sample but instead draw conclusions from that particular sample (Yin 10). The method 
for this type of generalization is called “analytic generalization,” in which a previously 
developed theory is compared with empirical results of the case study research:  
If two or more cases are shown to support the same theory, replication 
may be claimed. The empirical results may be considered yet more potent 
if two or more cases support the same theory but do not support an equally 
plausible, rival theory. (31) 
Linking the case study with a theory as a main vehicle for generalizing the results can 
prove important. 
 Case study research can involve single cases or multiple cases. One of the most 
common reasons for leading a multiple-case study arises from researching a similar 
phenomenon that takes place independently at different sites. In this situation, each site 
becomes a subject of an individual case study, and the study as a whole uses the multiple-
case design. In the process of multiple-case study, following a replication logic becomes 
critical. Researchers select each case carefully in order to produce similar results (a literal 
replication) or contrasting results for predictable reasons (a theoretical replication; Yin 
46). This approach needs a very detailed theoretical framework. 
David L. Morgan and Richard A. Krueger write that one “promising method is the 
pairing of individual and group interviews” (10), the method I utilized for this research. 
As the use of multiple data-collection methods contribute to the trustworthiness of the 
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data (Glesne 31; Yin 33), this pairing of the two instruments hopefully presents an 
effective way to increase confidence in my research findings.  
Interview 
One of the most common sources for gathering data in the case study research is 
the interview. Glesne writes, “[I]nterviewing is a human interaction with all its attendant 
uncertainties” (67). Furthermore, she explains that careful preparation can diminish such 
uncertainties. The interview is based on open questions and dealing with people who are 
key informants in a given topic (Gillham 62). Preparation for an interview begins with 
identifying key topics and framing questions toward thinking through the possible 
prompts and probes during the actual interview in order to obtain additional information 
as needed (67). Accordingly, Glesne writes that the special strength of the interview lies 
in its “opportunity to learn about what you cannot see and to explore alternative 
explanations of what you do see” (69). Thus, every interview becomes unique according 
to the answers given and clues these answers are giving to the researcher. 
Focus Group Interview 
In addition to individual interviews, the use of focus group interviews as a 
valuable tool for qualitative research has become common. The focus group approach 
leans on the idea to “lay out a set of issues for the group to discuss” (Knodel 36), and the 
group moderator needs to exercise flexibility in leading the conversation within the 
framework of initial group guidelines. Group guidelines are unspecific, so the moderator 
always can bring up more specific questions and issues as needed. Morgan and Krueger 
write, “The moderator is the instrument in a focus group interview” (6), and focus group 
interviews require good communication skills. The basic idea requires providing time and 
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space for a group of people to examine the concepts being researched in depth, “finding 
out as much as possible about participants’ experiences and feelings on a given topic” 
(Morgan, Focus Group Guidebook 7). Sensing emphasizes how “the synergy of the group 
will often provide richer data than if each person of the group had been interviewed 
separately” (120), thus pointing to the process in the course of a mutual discussion when 
new ideas may become formulated and well-known issues may be discussed from 
different angles. 
Group formation presents an important issue in designing the focus-group 
approach. Two general approaches exist: consciously forming groups different from each 
other (using break characteristics), or forming as homogenous groups as possible (using 
control characteristics; Knodel 40). The first approach becomes valuable especially 
when the researcher aims to compare views about a certain issue, originating from 
different groups. Another approach involves a certain fraction or subset of the 
community, which may include a very diverse set of people who still share a common 
characteristic. 
Analyzing the data from focus groups interviews includes “a considerable amount 
of subjective judgment” (Knodel 43). Analysis of the statements takes place in the 
broader context of general discussion and other statements expressed by other 
participants. This analysis consists of two parts: a mechanical analysis (organizing and 
subdividing the data into meaningful segments), and an interpretive analysis (determining 
criteria for organizing the data into analytically useful subdivisions). A central part of this 
process involves coding the material into segments for examination and comparison. John 
Knodel states that the process of coding should be done in several steps, ending with an 
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overview grid to provide a descriptive summary of the main content (47). The focus 
group study results in a report, usually in a narrative format (Krueger, Analyzing & 
Reporting Focus Group Results 109).  
Summary 
The purpose of this research was to identify essential curriculum components 
required for providing seminary students with an educational experience responsive to 
the ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. In 
order to define these churches’ needs, I conducted a needs assessment to discover the 
students’ most-needed ministerial capacities.  
This discussion about Christian ministry created the basic framework as well as 
sharpened the focus for actual research about ministerial capacities needed in local 
churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The purpose of this research was to identify 
essential curriculum components required for providing seminary students with an 
educational experience responsive to the ministerial needs of United Methodist churches 
in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. In order to define these churches’ needs, I conducted a 
needs assessment to discover the students’ most-needed ministerial capacities.  
The double-sided metaphors used in Ephesians, describing the simultaneous 
process of being built and growing (Eph 2:21) to become a holy temple, as well as being 
rooted and grounded in love (Eph 3:17), provided the biblical basis for ongoing 
theological discussion concerning the dialectics about church’s institutional and organic 
essence. Collins emphasizes Wesley’s concept of church as “a living organism, the body 
of Christ, animated by the Holy Spirit, and called to that holiness that befits the saints” 
(240), at the same time pointing out the importance of being “an institution marked by the 
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proper preaching of the Word of God and where the sacraments are duly administered” 
(240). In the light of this rather complicated picture of the Church, the specific role of the 
theological educational institution in partnership with the local church as a place for 
continuous growth and spiritual development gains even more significance. As the 
Estonian theologian T. Pilli points out, the role of contemporary theological education 
includes the “prophetic task for contextually relevant theological reflection and for 
offering ‘tools’ for the church to fulfill its mission in the society” (39). Thus, providing 
the education needed for the local church ministry may sometimes become a shared task 
fulfilled in partnership between the seminary and the local church. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Problem and Purpose 
The primary goal for educating people in the theological educational institution 
involves preparing students for ministry in and for God’s kingdom. As a result, the 
theological educational institution should explore intentional connection to the needs and 
expectations of the ecclesia, the general Church as the body of Christ, consisting of many 
members using their gifts and answering their call to ministry both individually and 
corporally.  
The Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary desired to restructure its curriculum 
for the benefit of the United Methodist Church in the Baltic area, and through this process 
support the seminary students in finding, confirming, and following their calls to 
ministry, both at the personal level and corporally in the context of the Church as body of 
Christ. The purpose of this research was to identify the essential curriculum components 
required for providing for seminary students an educational experience responsive to the 
ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.  
Research Questions  
In order to identify essential curriculum components for providing an educational 
experience responsive to the Church’s needs, I developed three research questions. 
Research Question #1 
Based upon the needs assessment, what ministerial capacities do United 
Methodist churches in Baltic countries need?  
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The first research question addressed the broader concern about the general 
validity of theological education in the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary. As 
graduates enter practical ministry, congregational needs of their particular place of 
ministry become evident, requiring each minister or lay worker to apply theories to the 
actual work with people and place in a certain context. To collect data about actual 
ministry needs, I developed and used two instruments: the MNF and the MNI with 
pastors. All MNF interview questions (see Appendix A) as well as semi-structured MNI 
questions (see Appendix B) addressed this research question. 
Research Question #2  
Based upon the needs assessment, which essential curriculum components support 
the churches’ needs?  
The second research question addressed directly the main focus of the purpose 
statement, namely to identify the essential curriculum components responsive to the 
needs of the churches in the Baltic area. As the seminary curriculum was developed and 
adjusted continually, some of the needed components already were in place and thus 
reflected in curriculum goals. In order to answer this question, I analyzed Baltic 
Methodist Seminary Curriculum learning outcomes as stated in the official document, last 
updated on 2 December 2011 (see Appendixes C and D).  
Participants 
I obtained study participants from the population of forty-eight United Methodist 
churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania: twenty-four churches in Estonia (eight 
Russian-speaking and sixteen Estonian-speaking congregations), thirteen in Latvia, and 
eleven in Lithuania.  
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The representative sample of this research consisted of lay leaders and pastors of 
seven United Methodist congregations in Estonia (two Russian-speaking and five 
Estonian-speaking), three United Methodist congregations in Latvia, and two United 
Methodist congregations in Lithuania. Criteria for selection included the congregation’s 
location, size, and in case of Estonia, also the language balance, as one-third of United 
Methodist (UM) churches in Estonia speak Russian, while two-thirds of UM churches in 
Estonia speak Estonian. I consulted with district superintendents throughout the process 
of sample selection.  
Design of the Study 
For this study, I used a qualitative multi-case study design. Accordingly, I 
conducted the research in the form of several case studies in Estonia, Latvia, and 
Lithuania (twelve churches in total). The study included two qualitative assessments, 
namely focus group interviews with lay leaders and semi-structured interviews with 
pastors. The assessments focused on competencies used and needed in and for the 
ministry. 
Instrumentation 
I used two self-developed instruments in the research: the MNF interview (see 
Appendix A) and personal MNI (see Appendix B). Both instruments were qualitative and 
researcher designed.  
I developed the MNF as a basic tool for facilitating focus group interaction, which 
included five to six lay leaders of the given congregation. I did not include opening and 
ending questions in the questionnaire. As the issue of ministry was in most cases not a 
well-discussed topic among the group prior to the research, I formulated both 
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introductory and transition questions in addition to the key questions (Krueger, 
Developing Questions 22). As a moderator, I did not always follow the original order of 
questions but used some flexibility depending on the atmosphere of the focus group 
conversation. The focus group lasted approximately forty five to fifty minutes.  
I developed the MNI as an additional tool for determining the church’s ministry 
needs and the pastor’s perceived competencies or lack thereof. The interview was semi-
structured and partly connected to focus group conversation so the topics covered 
extensively in the focus group were not repeated with the same level of intensity. The 
interview lasted approximately forty to forty-five minutes. 
Reliability and Validity 
In order to strengthen reliability and validity, I documented the use of research 
instruments by audio-recording all focus-group interactions and individual interviews for 
further control and analysis. I then transcribed and translated all data as needed. Also, by 
using multiple sources of data (two instruments: the focus group interview and individual 
semi-structured interview with the pastor), I intended to ensure the reliability of the 
research and enable triangulation of data sources (Glesne 31; Yin 92). 
Data Collection 
I conducted this study during two months in the beginning of 2013. After 
consulting Christian Alsted, Bishop of Northern Europe and the Baltic countries and 
obtaining his permission to conduct the study, I sent letters to all three district 
superintendents and requested their permission to conduct the study in selected churches 
in three Baltic countries (see Appendix E). I also consulted with them about the selection 
of churches for the study.  
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After I obtained consent from district superintendents, I sent letters to the pastors 
of the churches I had selected and requested the pastors’ assistance in determining 
ministry needs in and around their churches. I also explained the procedure and goal of 
both the focus group interviews and individual interviews. In the same letter, I gave 
general guidelines for assembling focus groups and asked pastors to appoint the time for 
an actual focus group interview (see Appendix F).  
In some cases, I asked for assistance from a translator, either before the actual 
interview (asking for translation of questions and the consent form) or also during the 
focus group interview (in Latvia and Lithuania). The pastors responded positively to the 
request, so I set times for the focus groups, established lists of participants, prepared 
consent forms, and sent said forms to all focus group participants (see Appendix G). 
The focus groups and interviews took place on-site at each of the churches. The 
focus groups consisted of five to six laypersons, depending on the size of the 
congregation. Each focus group lasted between forty-five and fifty minutes, and the 
individual interviews with pastors lasted for forty to fifty minutes. I recorded, transcribed, 
and translated both the focus group interactions and the interviews for further analysis.  
Data Analysis 
I analyzed both the focus group interaction data and interview data according to 
content analysis methodology in order to identify the most frequent themes and concepts. 
After transcribing all interviews and translating the transcripts into English as needed, I 
looked at the words and concepts in their broader context in order to strengthen the 
validity of the analysis. As a result, I compiled lists of ministry capacities perceived as 
needed.  
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I also analyzed the curriculum goals by reviewing them in the light of needs 
analysis findings. By comparing the expected outcomes of different subjects (curriculum 
learning outcomes) and perceived and expressed ministry needs of the churches identified 
by the MNF group interviews and the MNI interviews with pastors, I determined the 
essential curriculum components. 
Ethical Procedures 
I informed all study participants of the study’s goal and its potential usefulness as 
a basis to improve the quality of theological education for the benefit of the United 
Methodist Church in the area. Participants signed a consent form prior to the focus group 
interviews (see Appendixes F and G). 
In the process of analyzing and using the collected data, I gave each focus group 
participant and individually interviewed pastor a pseudonym in order to secure 
confidentiality. I destroyed the audiotaped data after listening and analyzing it; in 
addition, I destroyed the transcribed and translated texts of focus group interactions and 
interviews.  
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
Problem and Purpose 
In my work as president of the theological seminary, I repeatedly have been 
confronted with questions regarding the relevance of theological education to the needs 
of real ministry in local churches. This attitude is problematic, and it undermines the 
relationship between the theological educational institution and the church, especially in 
countries such as Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, where formal theological education has 
been available for less than two decades. I also have seen that individual and 
ecclesiastical expectations regarding theological education do not always match, and this 
mismatch leads to misunderstandings and frustration both in seminary graduates who feel 
out of place in their respective churches, and in churches that lack workers in spite of 
having theologically educated members in their midst.  
Based on these observations, and with the goal to bring theological education to 
better correspondence with actual ministry needs of local churches, the aim of this 
research was to identify the essential curriculum components required for providing an 
educational experience responsive to the ministerial needs of United Methodist churches 
in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Discussing ministry needs with laity and clergy in local 
churches broadened my personal understanding about the theological education needed in 
Baltic countries and has led to several ideas for adjusting the seminary curriculum to the 
actual ministry needs. 
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Participants 
I led focus group interviews with laity and individual interviews with pastors in 
twelve selected UM churches in Estonia (seven), Latvia (three), and Lithuania (two) 
during January and February 2013. I selected local churches for the research in close 
consultation with three district superintendents overseeing the area. The criteria for 
selecting participating churches were geographical (locations in different areas of every 
country), sociological (locations both in bigger and smaller cities and also rural areas, see 
Table 4.1), and cultural (including Russian speaking congregations in Estonia into the 
sample). The membership of selected churches varied from twenty-five (in the only rural 
church in the sample) to 390 (see Table 4.1). Furthermore, I conducted all interviews on-
site at each of the churches.  
 
Table 4.1. Churches by Location and Membership  
Church Membership Up to 40 40-120 120-250 250-350 Over 350 
Cities more than 
100,000  
0 1 2 1 1 
Cities between 20,000 
and 100,000 
1 0 2 0 0 
Cities less than 20,000 1 2 0 0 0 
Villages 1 0 0 0 0 
 
In Estonia, the oldest church participating in the research was founded in 1910 (a 
rural church); three more churches originated in the early 1920s; two churches dated from 
1994; and, one church dated from the late 1950s. In Latvia and Lithuania, the United 
Methodist Church was reestablished in the 1990s, and all churches participating in the 
research dated from the last decade of twentieth century.  
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Of the twelve pastors interviewed, four were female and eight male, and they 
represented different age groups (see Table 4.2). All Latvian and Lithuanian pastors as 
well as four of seven Estonian pastors had completed formal theological education (either 
in the seminary or in the theology department of the state university). Two Estonian 
pastors had begun but not yet completed their theological education, and one Estonian 
pastor, the oldest among participating pastors, did not have any formal theological 
education.  
 
Table 4.2. Pastors by Age and Gender  
Age Groups Male Female 
Up to 40 2 3 
41-50 2 0 
51-65 3 0 
Over 65 1 1 
 
All interviewed pastors in Estonia had pastored their churches for least ten years 
(thirty-six years was the longest tenure). In Lithuania and Latvia, out of five pastors 
participating in the research, four pastors had served their churches for less than three 
years, and only one pastor had served for more than ten years (in Latvia). 
I selected focus group members according to certain criteria: namely, active 
involvement in some ministry area, representative of different age groups, and including 
both genders (see Table 4.3). Only one small church in Estonia could not ensure the 
expected diversity, and thus the focus group members’ age and gender reflected the 
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actual membership demographic of the given church. The total number of all focus group 
participants was sixty-two. 
 
Table 4.3. Focus Group Participants by Age and Gender  
Age Groups Male  Female  
Up to 21 1 7 
21-35 4 4 
36-50 5 11 
51-65 3 15 
Over 65 5 7 
 
Focus group interviews were led in the participants’ mother tongue (Estonian, 
Russian, Latvian, or Lithuanian). I used a translator with the Latvian and Lithuanian 
focus groups. 
Research Question #1 
The first research question asked sought to determine, based upon the needs 
assessment, what ministerial capacities United Methodist churches in Baltic countries 
needed. The assessing interviews, focus group interview with laity (MNF) and interview 
with the pastor (MNI; see Appendixes A and B) were based on questions about ministry 
priorities (MNF 1; MNI 1), laity involvement (MNF 3 and 4; MNI 4), visions/dreams for 
ministry (MNF 5; MNI 2), changes in ministry (MNF 2), and leading/developing the 
ministry (MNI 3 and 5). I asked additional clarifying questions as needed according to 
the progression of a given conversation.  
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Both the focus group interviews and pastoral interviews concentrated on the 
actual ministry of a given church as perceived by its parishioners and as led and designed 
by its pastoral leader(s). Additionally, I asked questions in order to determine the 
potential new ministry areas participants perceived as needed and/or essential for this 
particular local church and/or its neighborhood community, but still underdeveloped or 
undeveloped on different reasons. As a result of this assessment, I detected a rather broad 
scope of ministerial capacities needed for Christian ministry in Baltic countries. Even as 
emphases and priorities differed somewhat between laity and clergy, they complemented 
each other, and the ministry picture as a whole was consistent between two groups. The 
findings from focus group conversations are reported in Table 4.4, and the findings from 
pastoral interviews are reported in Table 4.5.  
The laity in all twelve focus groups strongly emphasized the crucial importance of 
ministry with youth and children regardless of whether these ministry areas were 
functioning more or less successfully in their church or just in emerging phase. Besides 
specialized ministry with children and youth, the need (and actual purposeful attempts) to 
involve children and youth into other ministry areas of the body of Christ—in worship 
service, diaconal services, music ministry—was specifically highlighted in two churches 
out of twelve.  
Other broad ministry areas most commonly mentioned either as currently existing 
or as potentially very important for further development were music ministry, outreach 
ministry, educational ministries, and diaconal ministries. Table 4.4 highlights two 
different ministerial capacities under outreach ministry, as the findings in focus groups 
revealed two different nuances. The more general capacity, creating an atmosphere for 
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outreach ministries was mentioned more times (in eleven focus groups) than concrete 
activities about planning and organizing outreach events in and outside the church (in six 
focus groups). Concerning diaconal ministries, the actual findings (see Table 4.4) created 
the need to differentiate between more or less organized and existing helping activities in 
a given church and a more sophisticated approach in which the diaconal activity was 
developed (or planned to be developed) first on the basis of purposeful study about needs 
in the church and its neighborhood. The first one was mentioned more often and was 
generally perceived as positive and utterly important while giving many people in 
different age groups concrete opportunities to become actively involved in service. The 
second approach was seen as needed but more hypothetical. The first approach was 
labeled organizing the helping ministry for needy people (mentioned in ten focus groups), 
and the second approach was labeled discerning the needs in church and community (in 
six focus groups).  
Prompted by specific questions about laity involvement, the focus group 
conversations highlighted and discussed two ministerial capabilities, namely helping to 
discern gifts and talents (in nine focus groups) and involving people to ministry 
according to their gifts (in eleven focus groups). However, in connection with these two 
capabilities, different focus groups detected several additional needs around the same 
issue: helping to discern the call, preparing people for active ministry, developing 
ministries for different interest groups/age groups, promoting the idea of serving together 
as a church, developing/teaching new leaders. 
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Table 4.4. Ministerial Capacities Highlighted in Focus Groups  
Capacities # of Focus Groups 
Ministry with children and youth 12 
Creating an atmosphere for outreach ministries 11 
Organizing/coordinating music ministry 11 
Involving people to ministry according to their gifts 11 
Educating/teaching the Bible 10 
Organizing the helping ministry for needy people 10 
Promoting the idea of serving together as a church 9 
Helping to discern gifts and talents  9 
Providing space for mutual communication about ministry 9 
Developing prayer ministry 8 
Promoting and encouraging individual spiritual growth 8 
Developing ministries for different interest groups/age groups 7 
Organizing small group ministry 7 
Developing and enriching the worship service 6 
Preparing people for different ministry tasks 6 
Discerning the needs in church and community 6 
Planning and organizing outreach events in and outside the church 6 
Goal setting/finding the ministry focus 6 
Organizational management skills  6 
Pastoral leadership skills 6 
Helping to discern the call 4 
Pastoral care and counseling skills 4 
Developing/teaching new leaders 4 
Maintaining ecumenical connections 3 
Keeping alive the vision 3 
Involving children and youth into other ministry areas 2 
Nurturing “young” Christians 2 
Using media and internet as ministry tools 2 
Managing the change 2 
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The pastors emphasized most of the same ministerial capacities focus group 
members had identified. The same strong emphasis on youth and children ministry (all 
twelve pastors), and the need (and actual purposeful attempts) to involve children and 
youth into other ministry areas of the body of Christ—in worship service, diaconal 
services, music ministry—was evident as well and highlighted the significance of 
outreach ministry, educational ministries (all pastors), and diaconal ministries. One slight 
difference concerned a better balance between the general capacity, creating an 
atmosphere for outreach ministries (pointed out by ten pastors), and concrete activities 
about planning and organizing outreach events in and outside the church (eight pastors). 
In the area of pastoral leadership, pastors were more specific than laity and spoke in more 
detail about purposeful ministry development based on analyzing the ministry context 
(analyzing/developing the ministry contextually) and delegating/team building skills as 
important capacities. Pastors also placed strong emphasis on communication skills in 
different contexts such as building relationships with parishioners, communicating the 
ministry focus and goals, or successfully managing change in congregational life. In the 
worship development context, pastors highlighted the crucial importance of preaching 
skills.  
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Table 4.5. Ministerial Capacities Highlighted in Pastoral Interviews  
Capacities # of Pastors 
Educating/teaching the Bible 12 
Ministry with children and youth 11 
Creating an atmosphere for outreach ministries 10 
Involving people to ministry according to their gifts 9 
Preaching skills 9 
Communication skills 9 
Developing/teaching/mentoring new leaders 8 
Helping to discern gifts and talents  8 
Promoting and encouraging individual spiritual growth 8 
Delegating/team building skills 8 
Organizational management skills 8 
Planning and organizing outreach events in and outside the church 8 
Developing and enriching the worship service 7 
Preparing people for different ministry tasks 7 
Developing prayer ministry 7 
Organizing the helping ministry for needy people 7 
Helping to discern the call 6 
Promoting the idea of serving together as a church 6 
Discerning the needs in church and community 6 
Keeping alive the vision 5 
Involving children and youth into other ministry areas 5 
Organizing/coordinating music ministry 5 
Analyzing/ developing the ministry contextually 5 
Goal setting/finding the ministry focus 5 
Developing ministries for different interest groups/age groups 5 
Managing the change 5 
Organizing small group ministry 5 
Pastoral care and counseling skills 2 
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Research Question #2 
The second research question sought to determine, based upon the needs 
assessment, which essential curriculum components supported the churches’ needs. In 
order to detect these curriculum components, I compared the learning outcomes of the 
Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary curriculum with the list of ministerial capacities 
needed in the UMC in the three Baltic countries, as indicated by the needs assessment. As 
the learning outcomes in the curriculum were formulated quite generally, in many cases 
several ministry capacities were covered by one broader learning outcome. In the 
following report, the learning outcomes relevant to the study are highlighted, and some of 
them are shortened compared to their original wording in the curriculum in order to give 
a better overview and clearer basis for comparison with ministry needs. 
First, the seminary curriculum stated five general learning outcomes (see List of 
BMTS curriculum learning outcomes, Appendix D). One of these five general learning 
outcomes assumed the seminary graduate’s general ability to apply the knowledge gained 
at the Seminary in Christian ministry (Appendix D III) and thus emphasized the 
significance of Research Question #2, asking whether all components needed for the 
ministry in the local church had been provided in the educational process. In addition to 
this general emphasis on practical application, which directly connected to the nature of 
Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary as an applied higher educational institution and 
thus according to Estonian higher education standards strongly emphasizing 
apprenticeship and vocational skills, two other general learning outcomes out of five 
were relevant to this study. One of these outcomes stressed finding links between the 
basic content of the Bible and the contemporary context (Appendix D II), and another 
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stressed the ability to communicate with different target groups and use the acquired 
knowledge and skills in the broader social context (Appendix D IV). Regarding these 
special emphases, at least three needed ministerial capacities: need for creating the 
atmosphere for outreach ministries, planning and organizing different outreach events, 
and analyzing/developing the ministry contextually) were basically covered.  
In addition to general learning outcomes, the seminary curriculum stated specific 
outcomes under each theological discipline: systematic theology, church history, biblical 
studies, practical theology, and Apprenticeship. Learning outcomes in the field of 
systematic theology (Appendix D 2) relevant to this study stressed gaining the overview 
of the fundamentals of theology (Appendix D 2.1.) and finding ways for its 
implementation (Appendix D 2.2.) as well as the capability of presenting views orally 
and discussing them on the basis of the Biblical faith tradition and Christian cultural 
tradition (Appendix D 2.3.). In the context of ministry needs revealed by this study, the 
significance of proper theological understanding of the nature of the Christian church as 
well as its ministry and mission, and the ability to communicate these concepts in a clear 
and understandable way would support the general development of many ministry 
capacities listed, including helping to discern the call, helping to discern the gifts and 
talents, preparing people for different ministry tasks, involving people to ministry 
according to their gifts and skills, promoting the idea of serving together as a church, 
creating an atmosphere for outreach ministries, and discerning the needs in church and 
community.  
In the field of church history (Appendix D 3), one learning outcome specifically 
stressed the gained understanding about denominational diversity, (Appendix D 3.1.) 
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which would provide a solid basis for the ministerial capacity maintaining ecumenical 
connections, mentioned in two focus groups. Another learning outcome pointed to the 
ability to participate in the dialogue between the Church and society in the context of 
contemporary culture, (Appendix D 3.2.) thus connecting with the broader issue about 
outreach, more specifically described by participants as creating an atmosphere for 
outreach ministries, and discerning the needs in church and community as well as 
planning and organizing outreach events in and outside the church, organizing the 
helping ministry for needy people, and developing ministries for different interest 
groups/age groups. 
Learning outcomes in biblical studies (Appendix D 4) listed clearly the capability 
of implementing Bible study methods (Appendix D 4.3.), which related directly to the 
ministry capacity of educating/teaching the Bible, strongly emphasized by all 
participating pastors and in ten focus groups out of twelve. Another learning outcome 
relevant to this study was finding the main message of the Bible and comparing it to the 
contemporary religious and sociocultural situation and applying it in practical ministry, 
(Appendix D 4.5.) which again embraced in a general sense a broad range of perceived 
ministry needs, as did the systematic theology learning outcome. These needs include 
helping to discern the call, helping to discern the gifts and talents, preparing people for 
different ministry tasks, involving people to ministry according to their gifts and skills, 
promoting the idea of serving together as a church, promoting and encouraging 
individual spiritual growth, creating an atmosphere for outreach ministries, and 
discerning the needs in church and community. 
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Finally, learning outcomes in practical theology (Appendix D 5) covered many 
additional ministry capacities. As one of these outcomes clearly stated, one of the main 
goals of practical theology as a study field was to ensure graduates’ capabilities of 
applying the acquired ministry skills in Church and Christian organizations, (Appendix 
D 5.6.) highlighting once more one of the general learning outcomes about the practical 
application of the education. More specifically, the learning outcome stressing awareness 
of the responsibility of communicating the Gospel (Appendix D 5.2.) connected with the 
following ministry capacities: creating an atmosphere for outreach ministries, planning 
and organizing outreach events in and outside the church, organizing the helping 
ministry for needy people, and developing ministries for different interest groups/age 
groups. Additionally, the learning outcome emphasizing discovering the joyful challenge 
of Christian ministry and one’s calling (Appendix D 5.3.) supported ministerial 
capacities of helping to discern the call, helping to discern gifts and talents, and involving 
people in ministry according to their gifts. Another learning outcome labeled capability 
of expressing one’s knowledge and views orally (Appendix D 5.4.) connected more or 
less with ministry capacities such as preaching skills and communication skills. The next 
broad learning outcome about knowing the basics of Christian leadership, management, 
and counseling (Appendix D 5.5.) included at the broad level all leadership skills such as 
goal setting/finding the ministry focus, keeping alive the vision, delegating/team building 
skills, analyzing/developing the ministry contextually, organizational management skills, 
managing the change, developing/teaching/mentoring new leaders, as well as pastoral 
care and counseling skills. Finally, valuing lifelong learning and mental and spiritual 
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personal development (Appendix D 5.7.) provided context for ministerial capabilities, 
promoting and encouraging individual spiritual growth and educating/teaching the Bible. 
In addition to these classical fields of theology, the seminary curriculum also 
stated the learning outcomes of apprenticeship (Appendix D 6), listing several acquired 
skills such as having an overview about the local church current ministries and their 
structure (Appendix D 6.1.), acquiring basic knowledge and hands-on experience about 
day-to-day ministry (Appendix D 6.2.), having the ability to set ministry goals in different 
ministry areas (Appendix D 6.3.), and analyzing one’s activities (Appendix D 6.4.). 
Obviously these learning outcomes would cover to some extent practically oriented 
ministry capacities still not covered in other areas, such as developing and enriching the 
worship service, ministry with children and youth, organizing/coordinating music 
ministry, developing prayer ministry, organizing small group ministry, developing 
ministries for different age groups/interest groups, and organizing the helping ministry 
for needy people. 
Summary of Major Findings 
In the process of comparing ministerial capacities needed in the UMC in three 
Baltic countries with learning outcomes of the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary 
curriculum, I detected the following major findings through this study: 
1. Ministry with children and youth was considered very highly needed 
ministerial capacity according to both laity and clergy, but the seminary curriculum 
learning outcomes did not address this ministry directly. 
2. Educating/teaching the Bible was the top ministry capacity by clergy, and 
highly rated also by laity (ten groups). Furthermore, the learning outcome in biblical 
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studies showed direct and strong emphasis regarding the development of this ministry 
capacity. 
3. Creating an atmosphere for outreach ministries was rated highly by both laity 
(eleven groups) and clergy (ten) and was supported relatively well by several curriculum 
learning outcomes, but the concept was only loosely connected with the capacity of 
discerning the needs in church and community (six groups and six pastors).  
4. Involving people to ministry according to their gifts was rated highly, albeit 
laity (eleven groups) rated this capacity slighter higher than did clergy (nine). 
Furthermore, this capacity was not seen in connection with leadership skills, and 
curriculum learning outcomes did not directly address it.  
5. Diaconal ministries, including two capacities—discerning the needs in church 
and community and organizing the helping ministry for needy people—were mentioned 
by laity (first in six, and second in ten groups) as well as by clergy (first by six and 
second by seven) but curriculum learning outcomes did not address directly these 
capacities. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
Major Findings 
The primary goal for educating people in the theological educational institution 
involves preparing them for ministry in and for God’s kingdom while providing 
meaningful connections between their personal spiritual and intellectual growth and the 
needs and expectations of the ecclesia, the general Church as the body of Christ. The 
seminary is facilitating both academic learning and spiritual formation in a way that 
supports students’ intellectual as well as spiritual development and maturation and 
encourages their discovery of personal callings and desire to serve in this calling. The 
local church, consisting of many members each using their spiritual gifts and answering 
their respective calls to ministry, provides the seminary graduates a proper environment 
for serving the Lord as members of the body of Christ.  
This study sought to harmonize expectations of individuals as well as churches as 
related to institutions of theological education in three Baltic countries—Estonia, Latvia 
and Lithuania. The goal was to identify essential curriculum components required to 
provide an educational experience responsive to the ministry needs of United Methodist 
churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Using focus group interviews and pastoral 
interviews for assessing ministry needs in twelve selected United Methodist churches in 
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, I developed an extensive list of ministerial capacities 
perceived by the study participants as needed in their Christian ministry. As I compared 
this list with learning outcomes currently stated in the Baltic Methodist Theological 
Seminary curriculum, at the first glance a balanced picture was revealed as the 
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curriculum as a whole clearly focused on helping and directing the graduates toward 
applying their knowledge and skills to different ministry areas. At the same time, even as 
different learning outcomes stated in the seminary curriculum reflected to a certain extent 
the context and prerequisites needed for developing expected ministerial capacities, the 
learning outcomes were stated far too broadly to guarantee that students would be able to 
acquire these capacities. The findings from focus groups and pastoral interviews also 
pointed out the need for better integration of different knowledge areas in the course of 
the learning process as the tight interconnectedness among several ministry capacities 
was clearly reflected.  
Ministry with Children and Youth 
In its broad sense, ministry with children and youth was considered the most 
needed ministerial capacity by all focus groups, and only one pastor out of twelve did not 
mention it at all during the interview. However, the context in which this ministry 
capacity was mentioned, and the interpretation of this capacity varied somewhat between 
different churches, and sometimes it varied even between the pastor and laity of the same 
church. The biblical reference most commonly mentioned in this context was Matthew 
19:14 and respondents strongly emphasized embracing children and youth in the midst of 
the congregation as a sign of the openness and inclusiveness of their church.  
However, in a majority of churches, ministry with children and youth first of all 
was seen as a guarantee of the church’s continuity and long-term survival. Participants 
said, “If there is children’s ministry, then there would be also youth ministry, then also 
men…” (Nat, 59 in C2); “When there would not be youth and children the church would 
die. It’s important to take care of them and encourage them that they would stay in faith, 
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and invite others” (Meg, 61 in C3). One pastor described the generational gap in his 
church regarding the absence of youth, and explained: 
That is why the youth ministry is a very serious issue for us. We want to 
have youth, youth ministry, because out of the youth ministry the ministers 
for grown-up ministry grow. /…/ So that the children from Sunday school 
would proceed to the youth ministry and the young people would proceed 
to the church [ministry], and become ministers of the Church. (Pastor 
Greg, C2)  
 
Also, the continuation of the ministry generation-wise was positively emphasized as 
people said: “I’ve seen how the older ones just draw back on their own when they see 
that the place is filled by younger ones, they draw back with joy…” (Drew, 44 in C4). 
One pastor spoke about a purposeful decision by the administrative board about giving 
the ministry responsibilities over to the next generation:  
We have discussed it in the administrative board, and decided that we 
should look at the youth as a progressive force. Old ones will vanish one 
day but who will take over? The youth! And we need to think about it, to 
adapt to it, and perhaps make sacrifices for it to happen. (Pastor Hal, C3)  
 
Somewhat similar thought was emphasized from a different angle by another pastor who 
said about youth: “They are our future, that’s for sure, and we just need to … how to say 
it … to seed a lot” (Pastor Uma, C11). Still another intergenerational aspect was 
emphasized in the same church: “Sometimes we now have events where older people and 
youth come together, this is new for us. Old people are just getting older and we need 
young people otherwise there will be no church” (Liz, 19 in C11). Interestingly, this 
positive emphasis on bridging the gap between generations came from a young person.  
As already evident from the last citation, another topic connected to ministry with 
children and youth concerned connecting different generations in the congregational life 
and involving children and youth into other ministry areas besides the specific ministry 
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for their age group. One church in Latvia had strategically dealt with this issue, as their 
pastor told how the children and youth earlier had referred to themselves jokingly as 
“those who live on the third floor” (Pastor Uma, C11). Through purposeful attempts by 
pastors and lay leaders, the same children and youth who had felt like outsiders had been 
integrated into the congregational ministry in several capacities including the worship. 
“We just give them some tasks in order to include them [into the worship service]. And 
mostly when they come and see they like it. Even singing some old-fashioned songs 
and.… It’s all about community” (Pastor Uma, C11). A focus group member from the 
same church described the results of the integration strategy, “Just now we finally have a 
real incorporation of our youth we didn’t have before. The generations are together” 
(Emma, 56 in C11). Additionally, the pastor of the same church said, “One of the young 
boys became a Sunday school teacher last September. So I was joyful that they have 
grown through [participation in] the youth group, and still part of it, and now he’s 
teaching children” (Pastor Uma, C11). The process of purposeful involvement of children 
and youth in this particular church had begun from becoming aware about the potential 
estrangement between generations and resulted in specific strategic steps initiated by 
pastoral leadership to overcome this danger.  
The involvement of youth and children into other ministry areas besides the 
special age appropriate ministry was emphasized also in several other churches (C1, C2, 
C9, C10), either as already happening or as desired by the congregation. One pastor was 
especially concerned about bridging the generational gap as he described the situation in 
the small church:  
What we have now is that our youth is taking responsibility and doing 
things on their own, this has not come easily, it has been a struggle, and 
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there are many issues. But as I said before, for me it’s very important that 
everything that our youth does would be connected to the church; that they 
wouldn’t be somewhere out.… (Pastor Hal, C3)  
 
Another pastor was very enthusiastic and positively surprised about children’s eagerness 
to be included in ministry:  
And if you give them [children] some task, there is just a brief moment 
when they hesitate,… but it is not that they don’t want to do it, it’s rather, 
“Can I manage?” And by encouraging them you see that they do dare to 
try out things. (Pastor Paul, C4) 
 
This emphasis on common ministry as a church connected the youth and children 
ministry capacity also with the capacity of involving laypeople into ministry. 
Perhaps one peculiarity of most churches in the Baltic area was the very high 
percentage of children and youth who attended church on their own, as their other family 
members were not connected to the church in any way, either formal or informal. One 
Estonian pastor pointed out that 95 percent of children in their Sunday school came from 
non-Christian families (Pastor Greg C2). A Lithuanian pastor shared a similar concern 
about her congregation:  
Here it is so that most of the time, the children come [to church] and the 
parents do not come. Youth come, and their parents don’t come. They 
come all by themselves. And when adults come [to church] they don’t 
bring their children with them. So we have a variety of generations in the 
church but they are not related. (Pastor Jane, C9)  
 
In one of the focus groups, the same situation was described from a slightly different 
angle. Accordingly, the focus group participant said, “I wish all people here would bring 
their families.… Now, it is often so that just one person comes to the church. But that 
whole families would come, parents, and kids.…” (Emma, 56 in C11). The rareness of 
families as whole units in churches is a common characteristic to all Baltic countries. 
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According to this perspective, ministry with children and youth had become 
simultaneously an important tool for outreach ministry, and quite purposefully: “If 
children come, then through them the parents may come as well…” (Nat, 59 in C2); 
“When you help the children then through the children you may reach the parents as well. 
You start the contact with the family anyway, at least by phone” (Maia, 48 in C2); “Let’s 
take these Sunday school children – their parents know where they come. So this is one 
opportunity to attract their families to the church” (Pastor Hal, C3). In other times, this 
connection with families outside the church was not as consciously built but happened 
rather as a natural consequence of children and youth being actively involved in church 
life and bringing their relatives with them on certain occasions.  
Comparison with the seminary curriculum showed that curriculum learning 
outcomes did not address this important ministry area at all. Only the mandatory 
apprenticeship during which seminary students were exposed to the ministry in the local 
church dealt with this capacity, and even this connection was indirect at best. During 
these apprenticeships, students were expected to reach a certain level of practical 
knowledge including having overview about the local church current ministries and their 
structure, acquiring basic knowledge and hands-on experience about day-to-day 
ministry, ability to set ministry goals in different ministry areas, and analyze one’s 
activities. Concerning ministry with youth and children, an elective course about 
organizing youth ministry (PRT018 Youth Work; see Appendix C) was offered in the 
seminary in every second year. Another elective course related to children and youth and 
offered even more seldom was Children and Youth Pastoral Care (PRT022; see Appendix 
C).  
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In light of the current situation in which study participants listed this ministerial 
capacity as highly needed, seminary leaders are considering adding a special course about 
ministry/reaching out to different age groups (including children and youth but not 
limited to these two categories) to the curriculum. Based on these findings, ministry with 
children and youth is clearly closely connected with outreach in its broadest sense as well 
as with involving laity into ministry. Furthermore, the findings reflect the need to handle 
this ministry capacity in the broader context of courses that address ecclesiology, 
reflecting the truth about being a church with all and for all people regardless of their age. 
This realization leads to a broader concept of ministry with children and youth that is not 
limited with purely organizational and educational aspects. Newton says that no 
contradictions should exist between the emphasis in the sermon or the worship service or 
the Sunday school or the youth ministry (278). When children and youth are seriously 
considered to be members of the body of Christ in the same way as adult people, their 
participation in ministry is equally important and valuable and they are not only 
ministered to but in ministry with others.  
Biblically, the ministry of the Christian church has always included persons of all 
ages. The holistic view of discipleship is broad enough to involve every age group and 
different development stages of Christian faith, providing adequate support to everyone 
for further development and growth. The New Testament tells stories about whole 
families converting to Christianity and serving God together.  
Ephesians 4:13 places special emphasis on attaining unity of the faith, even as this 
unity appears here in the context of developing “to a mature person.” However, children 
and youth are certainly on their own way toward such maturation in faith together with 
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grown-ups. Even though theologians are not of one mind regarding the age at which a 
child consciously can accept God’s call, I personally believe that God can involve even 
small children and certainly youth in his mission in many ways by using them as 
instruments of his blessing (Wright 253). Worshipping God together as a community and 
thereby becoming part of the Church involves including different generations as a 
powerful manifestation of God’s love. In the context of this common worship and 
communal learning, children and youth begin their own personal faith journeys toward 
maturation and toward finding their calls to ministry together with other believers. 
Hoehner’s comment about the necessity of other believers for individual spiritual growth 
(486) helps see the importance of intergenerational ties in the local church that strengthen 
and enrich the church in many ways.  
Teaching the Bible 
Educating/teaching the Bible was the top ministry capacity for clergy, and laity 
also highly rated this capacity (in ten focus groups). The curriculum learning outcome in 
Biblical studies stating the graduate’s capability of implementing Bible study methods 
reflected a direct and strong emphasis upon developing this ministry capacity in the 
process of theological study. Based on this formal comparison, the task of the seminary in 
providing necessary skills and knowledge for teaching and studying the Bible seemed to 
be fulfilled better than tasks in other ministry areas. However, the findings showed that in 
the reality of the local church ministry this capability seemed to lack thorough and 
appropriate development. Especially the focus group conversations reflected the need for 
more/better levels of Bible teaching and also the need for a wider variety of Bible study 
settings from a traditional classroom approach to different smaller interest groups/age 
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groups, or home groups using a more interactive study style. Even as focus group 
members in several churches (C10, C11) shared proudly that for the first time in many 
years they now had a regular and systematic Bible study, laity in some other places 
complained about the unavailability of Bible study (C2, C4, C7, C10) due to 
inappropriate timing, expected (too high or too low) previous knowledge about the Bible, 
the non-attractive pattern of teaching, or etc.  
In one Estonian church, both pastor and laity admitted that while having no Bible 
study at the moment, some confusion about the actual need for Bible study seemed 
present as the pastor said: “I see that I have no energy to prepare Bible study and things 
like that, in addition to Sunday services./…/ The need… yes and no. There come up some 
topics that need some deeper handling…” (Pastor Paul, C4). However, the members of 
the congregation expressed their view more as a feeling that something important was 
missing: 
[Bible study] is missing right now.… It’s been under consideration, once a 
month,… [b]ut not been realized yet. Right now, the question is who 
would do it, and whether people would attend. It’s that the person who 
would do it hasn’t time to prepare.… (Ann, 37, in C4) 
  
These mixed feelings around this need about teaching and learning the Bible probably 
reflect the current situation somewhat in Estonian churches. The level of Bible 
knowledge among church members is becoming very diverse due to the fact that a 
significant number of new church members become members through conversion and do 
not have any previous knowledge or education about Christian faith to rely on. At the 
same time members who have been in church all their life and carry with them a solid 
baggage of Bible knowledge are still eager to study the Bible. In a small church these two 
very diverse groups of Bible-interested people are difficult to bring together unless some 
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advanced Bible study methods based on recent data about adult education are taken into 
use.  
 Another aspect, expressed both by pastor and focus group members of this 
particular church, concerned the time-consuming preparation for Bible study. This issue 
may need some further explanation. In Baltic countries where people worship in their 
mother tongues (Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, and Russian), the availability of Bible 
study materials in these languages is very limited (a little bit better in Russian than in 
other three languages). As a result, in most cases the leader of the Bible study needs to 
compile his or her own study material using the few commentaries and materials 
available in a given language. Even as most pastors understand some foreign language 
and may use some additional resources, working with these resources still means a lot of 
systematic work. Thus, the issue of preparing the Bible study in this context continues to 
be a serious concern.  
As a result of these tensions around teaching and learning the Bible, while focus 
group participants mostly admitted in theory the uttermost importance of studying the 
Scripture, their actual Bible study experience in quite a few churches had been rather 
unsatisfactory or even negative, and people expected better/more interesting approaches 
to teaching and learning the Bible. As focus group members expressed, “I would like to 
have a purposeful Bible study. Because the sermon is the sermon, it’s on some subject, 
but I’d like … just the good Bible study” (Sander, 45, in C7); “With this little group we 
read the Bible and discuss it but it is actually not a real teaching. And we need it, what 
the Bible tells and how we,… the pastor, should provide it. This is something I’d wish to 
see” (Andy, 35, in C1). Thus, the expectation to have a Bible study as a natural part of the 
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ministry was clearly evident among church members although the methods used so far 
did not always meet their expectations about a meaningful Bible study. 
Interviews with pastors revealed that several of them had not discovered the link 
between strong and functioning Bible study helping people understand the biblical 
mandate for mission and growing in faith, and practical issues concerning willingness to 
be involved in ministry, desire to reach out to the community, or openness to serve the 
needy. Perhaps they had not learned the importance of “reflecting theologically on 
ministry” (van Dyk 234) as a powerful source of motivation. One pastor even emphasized 
that deeds rather than words were needed for creating a certain “practical ministry” 
atmosphere: “I do teach through word but mostly by deeds. Just by doing things, and 
inviting people to come and do with me” (Pastor Tina, C12). Only one pastor admitted 
that whenever she “saw any issues in the congregation” she tried to address these issues 
in the theological context of the weekly Bible study (Pastor Jane, C9).  
Based on these observations from the needs assessment and in comparison to the 
seminary graduate’s expected ability to implement Bible study methods, I concluded that 
in order for meaningful Bible teaching to occur, not only mastering correct methods of 
Bible study but also some other (communication, pedagogical) skills were important. The 
interconnectedness of different ministry capacities became evitable here, and perhaps in 
the curriculum context, the class about adult education methods (PRT004 Andragogy; see 
Appendix C) would need to be connected purposefully with implementing Bible study 
methods. A self-critical evaluation of wording of this particular curriculum learning 
outcome revealed also the possible interpretation that the emphasis had been perhaps too 
much on personal skills of performing in-depth Bible study as a tool for exegesis and not 
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as much on methods and ways of inviting and involving others into mutual study of the 
Bible together as a community of God’s people.  
Another key issue concerning teaching and learning the Bible linked the Bible 
study closely with contextualization skills. In order to enable spiritual growth through 
Bible study, the person’s real life issues and the biblical message need to meet on 
common ground. Even as Flemming explains, “bringing our own questions and life 
situations to the text is just the beginning, not the end of interpretative process” (171). 
This connecting point turns out to have crucial significance and certainly paves the way 
toward continuous interest in Bible, becoming a starting point and motivational force for 
further study. Thus, different groups of people and different Bible study settings may 
require different approaches to the overall design of the timeframe or some other 
framework by which people gather around the Bible. The Bible belongs in the central 
place in the life and ministry of a local church, and finding a proper time, accessible 
setting, and contextually suitable format for meaningful Bible study for different age and 
interest groups is crucial. When carried out in such manner, Bible study begins to support 
not only individual but also communal learning together as the body of Christ for mutual 
growth (Green 66; Jones 155).  
Outreach Ministries 
Outreach was a topic not just mentioned in passing but intensively discussed in 
most focus group conversations and pastoral interviews, and creating an atmosphere for 
outreach ministries was a highly rated ministerial capacity by both laity (eleven focus 
groups) and clergy (ten). Several pastors as well as some focus groups even listed 
outreach as their top priority. Some churches (especially in Estonia) seemed to prefer the 
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term evangelization rather than outreach although the general underlying meaning was 
quite similar and still included the social dimension in addition to the proclamation of the 
gospel. Accordingly, one pastor said, “The spiritual resources of course should first of all 
go to the goal for which Lord has called us–the evangelization. Beginning with children, 
and up to the elderly” (Pastor Ted, C5). Another pastor said,  
For me, it’s very important that we are in outreach. So … we have been 
focusing that the church would put aside a certain amount of resources for 
outreach. We have Christmas collection, and sometimes also Easter 
collection, it’s dedicated to outreach. (Pastor Tina, C12) 
 
Another pastor said describing the vision of their church, “I think it’s a time, for us, 
particularly for this congregation, to look for new people. Invite new people. We need to 
reach out, to bring gospel to others. This will be the focus, to reach new people” (Pastor 
Mikk, C8). Pastor Meg said, “And getting new people,… [h]ow we can go outside the 
church, not only be here but to serve in the community?…” (C10). Pastor Hal was more 
self-critical in his reflection about the potential for outreach:  
Maybe I’ve not done what I should have done, going from door to door, 
and asking: have you noticed that there is a church here? /…/ Standing so 
that we would face the village, the people. I don’t know how to do it, I’ve 
not been taught. (C3) 
 
Nonetheless, he also pointed out what pastors as well as laity admitted as a greatest 
hindrance for outreach: the actual lack of outreach skills. Some people also mentioned 
other problems such as the hesitance to make a real move toward outreach and lack of 
human and/or financial resources. Some related responses were as follows: “We don’t 
have any striking idea…” (Ave, 36, in C4); “I have thought how to reach out to people 
around us,… but how, I don’t know…” (Eve, 73, C1). Concerning the historical 
experience of UMC especially in Estonia, the long period of Soviet occupation has left its 
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sad legacy in many people’s mind-sets regarding the concept of being a church not only 
for its immediate members but also in and for the neighboring community. In several 
decades the church in Estonia was allowed to function in strictly limited conditions where 
any kind of outreach effort was considered very suspicious by Soviet authorities and 
could cause a lot of trouble.  In an attempt to adjust itself to the circumstances, and 
survive the church became accustomed to being almost invisible in the society, literally 
hiding behind closed doors and losing contact with the world. Embracing the concept of 
outreach thus means a huge step from hiding indoors to stepping boldly outdoors and 
making itself visible and relevant in today’s society. Some congregations have been more 
successful in taking this step toward independence (since 1991) than others but it seems 
to be still a struggle.  
In Estonian churches, some long-term members also recalled in the outreach 
context the traditional format of outreach events in the past such as evangelization weeks 
(C3, C4, C5) but seemed unsure whether these past models would work as well in today’s 
context. In several churches either pastors or laity or even both admitted that they had 
been “weak” in organizing actual outreach events (C1, C3, C4, C5, C9). Thus, the 
willingness for outreach and the understanding of its importance as a crucial part of the 
Christian ministry was clearly evident, but in most cases, neither pastors nor laity had any 
concrete ideas about organizing outreach events in and for their immediate community. 
One clearly prevailing format though for actual, well-functioning outreach 
ministry in all three Baltic countries was the Alpha course. Most churches were familiar 
with this concept, and several churches had experienced or were in the process of 
experiencing this course as a positive working tool for reaching un-churched people with 
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interest in Christianity in a non-threatening way (C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C9, C12). Pastors 
saw it also as a good framework for involving laity into ministry. Accordingly, Pastor 
Mikk said, “And even so much life, many people, I was amazed watching them 
participating…” (C8). Pastor Tina said, “Right now, everything is on hold because of the 
Alpha course.… It’s a ten-week commitment, and we,… [t]his is something that joins us 
and them, from outside” (C12). This positive experience reflected the need for more 
working tools and support in order to realize the desire to reach out in a contextually 
relevant way.  
Still another aspect about outreach, somewhat connected with the Alpha course, 
was the perceived capability to nurture young Christians, rather the lack of this 
capability, expressed as a concern in several focus groups and also by some pastors: “If 
we want to go out, we need to be ready to receive those who are interested, not beginning 
immediately with catechesis but with something even simpler and shorter, just an 
introduction [to Christianity]” (Iiri, 37, in C4). A pastor from a small congregation 
described their situation about welcoming new people self-critically:  
I believe that God has no problem to give people to the church, to send 
people to the church. If… if the church is ready to receive [them], and 
minister to those people. We are not ready to receive those people, 
minister to them, and help them to grow in God and start to minister 
themselves. (Pastor Sam, C7) 
 
Others expressed the similar thought by saying, “It’s fine when people come to church 
but they need nurturing also, all kinds of small groups where the trust is built” (Ege, 61, 
in C5); “I find that we could have,… how to say it,… nursery for young Christians. They 
come to church, and everything is so strange for them. So people could ask questions, and 
no-one would laugh…” (Ly, 47, in C1). In the context of preparing soil for newcomers’ 
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spiritual growth welcoming them, some pastors also expressed their worries that the 
congregation or some members of it may resent some particular people for different 
reasons, perceiving them as disturbing the present tranquility of their close-knit 
community.  
The laity in focus groups saw also their own lifestyle as a valuable tool for 
outreach ministry:  
All our life should be a sermon, also outside the walls of the church. So 
we would notice the needy, and bring the Christian message not only by 
Bible and prayer but also by our practical service. That our deeds would 
reach people at this street, or another street, those who are freezing, or 
hungry, or ill, or have troubles and don’t know where to get help… There 
are so many opportunities. Inviting people to church is just one option. 
Another option is going out as a church. (Andy, 35 in C1) 
 
This attitude about giving constant Christian testimony with and without words as a most 
solid outreach tool was expressed in several focus groups. 
Nonetheless, study participants connected the general concept of outreach 
ministry only vaguely with the capacity of discerning the needs in church and community 
(mentioned only in 6 focus groups and by 6 pastors) as a proper starting point for 
planning outreach strategies and activities. In their interviews though, several pastors 
seemed to address quite seriously the issue of determining the needs in the congregation 
as well as in the neighborhood, and focusing the ministry according to these needs. One 
pastor expressed his concern about serving the immediate community around the church:  
We are looking for the needs in the community. We are not looking only 
to the congregation although the needs here need to be met. It’s important, 
but we are looking for needs in the community where the church is 
located. And how we can meet those needs, and change something. (Pastor 
Mikk, C8);  
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Pastor Jane said, “But maybe the other thing is to find out what the people are interested 
in. Sometimes we try, and people are not interested. I don’t know.… [T]hey have to 
become interested, they have to get excited” (C9). However, in most cases the only tool 
for determining these needs was “talking with people” (Pastor Sam, C5; Pastor Paul, C4; 
Pastor Art, C6, and etc.) or “being with people” (Pastor Jane, C9), and thus pastors did 
not indicate any conscious approach to purposeful needs assessment.  
Focus group participants did not seem to see the issue of needs as serious either, 
as people were mostly very willing and even eager to tell about their concrete 
outreach/diaconal activities. They seemed to believe that these activities met the 
community’s needs. They spoke about offering a warm meal to schoolchildren twice a 
week (C9), giving food packages for poor people once a month or according to the need 
and/or possibilities (C1, C3, C6, C8, C10, C11, C12), offering inexpensive childcare 
(C12), preparing Christmas gifts for elderly persons (C9), and providing hairdresser 
services for home-bound elderly and sick persons (C2, C11). Generally they thought they 
should help the needy in the hopes of providing a way, somehow, to grasp the underlying 
concept of loving your neighbor with God-given love through this helping relationship.  
In general, the outreach concept was supported relatively well by seminary 
curriculum’s two general learning outcomes pointing out the capability of finding links 
between the basic content of the Bible and the contemporary context and the capability to 
communicate with different target groups, and use the acquired knowledge and skills in 
the broader social context. Here the twofold emphasis on context seemed to provide a 
solid basis for theological thinking concerned and connected with the actual reality in and 
around the local church. However, as the needs assessment findings show the lack of 
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analysis and needs discernment, the understanding about contextualization in a way that 
would support the willingness for outreach may be more complicated. Besides very good 
analysis and communication skills, the real contextualization requires openness and 
willingness to discern the deeper meaning of “being the authentic community of Spirit” 
(Snyder 383) for people in a given place and time while stepping closer to the 
surrounding community and offering them “a fresh and fitting articulation of good news” 
(Flemming 296).  
During the last two years though, the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary has 
paid more attention to the issue of outreach and already made some changes in the 
curriculum. The course about church planting (PRT024 Church Growth and Church 
Planting, see Appendix C), formerly an elective course, has recently been changed to a 
mandatory course. Furthermore, two more elective courses about outreach, Mission 
Strategies of Paul, and Methodist Mission Theology have been added. The introductory 
course of Sociology (SYT013 Sociology of Religion, see Appendix C) also supports the 
capability of analytical thinking about the Church and society. Additionally, the 
mandatory class of Supervised Ministry (PRT083 and PRT084, see Appendix C) has 
focused the required readings and group discussions in the last two years on the call to 
ministry and on Christian service. Even as the seminary has moved in the last two years 
toward emphasizing the importance of outreach ministries and purposefully provided 
knowledge and tools for better analysis and contextualization skills, this emphasis still 
needs to grow and broaden.  
According to the interpretation of Ephesians 4 by Frost and Hirsch, the outreach 
issue is most closely connected to the issue of apostolic leadership (165). Frost and 
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Hirsch see the apostolic leadership as part of the fivefold ministry pattern and do not limit 
it to the official leadership position only. However, they say, “The missional-apostolic 
church must operate as a body at all levels and perhaps especially at the leadership level 
because it is leaders who model ministry to others” (173 original emphasis). As the 
findings of the study prove, a pastor’s emphasis on outreach did not necessarily change 
an inward-looking church immediately into an outward-looking church, but the process 
certainly begins with the pastor as a leader. 
Involving Laity in Ministry 
Laity rated involving people to ministry according to their gifts a little higher 
(eleven focus groups) than did clergy (nine). However, one reason for this generally high 
rating might have been due to direct questions about laity involvement and gifts 
discernment in both focus group and pastoral interviews. The issue about discerning 
people’s gifts however did not get much attention or further discussion either by laity or 
by pastors, but participants paid much attention to the broader topic of laity involvement.  
Participants mostly did not see a clear connection between discerning people’s 
gifts and talents and pastoral leadership skills. The lack of emphasis on leadership was 
most evident with pastoral interviews. In other words, pastors did not see themselves as 
congregational leaders recruiting team members for a certain ministry area; however, 
they seemed utterly interested in getting more skilled and able coworkers. The pastors 
also did not seem to have any clear strategy for broadening the laity involvement, 
although they appeared open and eager to accept more laity in ministry. Only two pastors 
out of twelve spoke about their purposeful attempts to determine church members’ gifts 
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and skills and channel people into suitable ministry areas according to their gifts and 
skills. One of them led a survey about members’ preferred ministry areas:  
We have done surveys, and asked people what their strengths are, what 
they would like doing… At the School of Congregational Development 
we were reminded about these home groups, and we thought we could 
have interest groups, to bring people in [to ministry]. (Pastor Tina, C12) 
 
Also another pastor spoke about the spiritual gifts survey in his congregation: 
In 2012 we had a seminar [about spiritual gifts], we were searching… all 
the leaders took the test, and then we learned in the biblical context, and in 
the spiritual context how we could implement, how we could develop, and 
apply them to the congregation so that we would meet the needs… (Pastor 
Mikk, C8).  
 
Unfortunately no focus group member in either of these two churches even mentioned 
this well-planned strategic approach when discussing the need of discerning spiritual gifts 
and involving laity in ministry.  
As an opposition to this analytical approach, one pastor quite openly admitted his 
unwillingness to apply any formal strategy concerning spiritual gifts when he said, “I 
don’t think I would need to do some survey or tests or something.… I believe the natural 
talents,… somehow … the willingness to be involved, will just become visible, and if it’s 
good I can support it…” (Pastor Tom, C1). In most churches, pastors reported that they 
indicated the need for voluntary helpers in certain ministry areas at the end of the worship 
or at some other time when the congregation gathered (C11, C8, etc.). These pastors 
anticipated that people who believed they qualify would then respond to the invitation on 
their own initiative. However, some pastors admitted their hesitance to offer even this 
kind of general invitation. Pastor Tom said, “But I don’t imagine that if there is an empty 
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space, how I could possibly get someone to step in by begging that person…” (C1). 
Another pastor expressed his concerns and fears about being too direct in his invitation:  
I know that sometimes when you just say that there is this or that need, 
and we need you to minister here and there, and you must devote yourself, 
God wants your devotion.… I’ve seen that this has little effect. But it’s 
more effective when the Holy Spirit through the Scriptures touches the 
heart, and the person becomes the member of this [church] family, and 
then he has the desire.… (Pastor Greg, C 2) 
 
The main reason for this hesitance about openly inviting coworkers to step in seemed to 
be the lack of clarity between following one’s primary call to ministry in a broader sense, 
and willingness to offer some voluntary service in day-to-day activities of the local 
church as a responsible member of the Body of Christ. In this context, even fulfilling 
some relatively small tasks were seen as requiring first a clear calling from God. 
Accordingly, Pastor Tom said, “I pray that God would rise up people who would feel 
their calling, and if I see such people I encourage and support…” (C1). Apparently the 
lack of understanding about “multiple layers of understanding and response to the call” as 
Stevens describes (88) and perhaps also some confusion and hesitance about the proper 
use of volunteers hindered the coordination and effective implementation of people’s 
talents and gifts. 
Another pastoral leadership aspect about laity involvement concerned pastors’ 
unwillingness and perhaps also their lack of knowledge of how to delegate tasks. This 
problem was mentioned both by laity and clergy. As a reflection about this issue, Hanni 
said, “Sometimes for those who are leaders, it’s difficult to give away some tasks. They 
don’t believe others can manage” (20, in C5). Pastor Art admitted, “I’m still learning … 
to delegate, to be a leader, to remind someone that this is your responsibility now.… Not 
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just rush in and do things myself as I’ve been unfortunately used to doing all the time…” 
(C6). Thus, the lack of leadership skills both in the area of team building and delegation 
was evident in several cases.  
Several pastors admitted their tendency to wait for the ministry initiative that 
would come from laity; however, some of these pastors also indicated having problems 
around this rather spontaneous “own initiative.” Pastor Tom said, “My question is how to 
encourage people’s initiative, and at the same time how to keep things inside the 
Methodist [tradition] frames and formats. So the new things would click with the 
tradition and heritage that has been ours” (C1). Pastor Paul shared his experience about 
people’s eagerness to serve, and his concern about their inadequacy or lack of gifts and 
skills for the ministry:  
There are some people who would step out and offer themselves for one or 
another thing. Not always people whom you would trust really responsible 
things.… As you well know, there are people who are ready to serve but 
they don’t have abilities, or they overestimate their gifts and abilities…” 
(C4) 
 
These examples pointed out the need for balance between involvement by the person’s 
own initiative and strategically guided involvement of possibly many church members. 
Generally, pastors perceived the laity involvement as an enriching and positive 
input to the daily life and atmosphere of the congregation, saying, “The more people are 
occupied in any ministry, the friendlier and stronger the church is.… People will have a 
desire to serve” (Pastor Greg, C2). They also, at least in some cases, paid purposeful 
attention to the need for preparation for involvement in a certain ministry area and the 
spiritual development of a person in ministry. One pastor said, “We start to test a little 
bit, what they can do, where, in which area they can join. And they join those who 
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already do some ministry. They stand besides and start helping” (Pastor Greg, C2). One 
pastor described step-by-step the process of preparation for ministry:  
I shall give them opportunity at the … Bible study, and then I see already 
whether there is any potential, and what is the material that is there. And 
then the next step is as I get the positive impression, to give them 
opportunity at the worship, to be involved in certain ways. And then I 
encourage them, and if it seems to be sensible to encourage them also to 
go and study.… (Pastor Ted, C 5)  
 
Concerning the lay person’s individual development in ministry, one pastor mentioned 
that in the process of being involved in some ministry area, even people with meager 
talents and skills may sometimes gradually “grow into tasks—there may not be great gifts 
but there is this great faithfulness, and the development goes step by step, slowly, but he 
is always present, and he grows” (Pastor Paul, C5). Thus, the spiritual growth through 
involvement in ministry was emphasized. 
Laity in the focus groups generally appreciated and had noticed their pastors’ 
active attempts and willingness to involve them into ministry. As such, Amy admitted, 
“They are trying to involve us, the whole congregation…” (68, in C11). Viv said, “She 
[pastor] is driving us.… She doesn’t give us rest.… She says, let’s do, let’s go, how 
would we not follow her lead?” (65, in C 10). Eve said, “Some time ago I saw X [the 
youth] sitting together with pastor, and offering her ideas and thoughts…” (73, in C1). In 
these citations, both approaches–initiating the laity involvement and accepting the 
initiative from laity—are represented as valid and appreciated by laity. 
Liz explained her pastor’s approach by saying, “Every Sunday pastors are inviting 
people [to become involved]. They are listing things that will happen next week, and … 
There are always invitations.” (19, in C11). Enn said, “The pastor has this skillful eye, 
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recognizing active people.… And then he can lead this person to other active servants… 
It’s pastor’s leadership” (67, in C4). However, in one focus group a participant made also 
a critical remark about the pastor’s unwillingness or inability to involve people: 
The task of a pastor is to lead the church, and to guide people into using 
their talents. I would say that in our church we are not finding out these 
gifts. The people, the resources we have, are not properly used. (Andy, 35, 
in C1) 
 
In most churches though, laity admitted that opportunities to serve were available for 
those persons willing to be involved in ministry: “There is always work to do, and not 
enough volunteers. But if everyone would volunteer there would be not enough 
opportunities…” (Randy, 18, in C9). “Initiative from volunteers is greatly welcomed – 
this way the gifts people possess become visible. And on the basis of these gifts tasks are 
given that the person can fulfill with joy” (Meg, 61, in C3). “It’s rather so that some 
things are offered as options, and then it’s seen how people cope.… Like those who read 
the Scripture … more people are involved, and they do well. If you don’t try, you don’t 
know…” (Ann, 37, in C4). According to this picture, the laity involvement is visible and 
developing. 
Sometimes laity themselves rather than just the pastor alone recruited other 
people for different ministry tasks. Accordingly, sometimes a layperson active in a 
certain ministry area passed on the invitation to someone else. In this context, a following 
story was shared:  
There was a new [children’s] Sunday school group [initiated], and I was 
asked whether I would teach it, and I felt it was not the right moment, and 
it was not so much on my heart so I said no. I just felt it was not God’s 
plan for me. But how it was asked – I thought if there were someone else 
instead of me, I don’t think this person would have dared to say yes either. 
Because they asked: would you be willing to come and do a Sunday school 
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lesson once a month; asking a person who had never before done it, even 
not gone to the Sunday school himself! This person wouldn’t know by 
himself that there were materials available, that you could prepare 
beforehand at home. But just thinking: I don’t know what to tell them; 
should I draw the pictures all by myself that they would be coloring… 
/laughter/ I felt that if you ask someone this way, it is really difficult to 
find a person. You should say: here are our study materials, we have 
materials for the whole year, so you can prepare the lesson at home, 
beforehand... Many people could do it. So there is the question about 
approaching people with a clear request. (Uri, 38, in C5) 
 
This last quotation clearly shows the need for preparation and guidance in the process of 
involving people into ministry according to their particular skills and gifts.  
Some people shared also negative experiences concerning the wrong timing of 
laity involvement:  
There have been cases when maybe we have encouraged people to 
become involved too quickly, and perhaps… there have been cases… 
people have become too overwhelmed. So probably the one who begins to 
do something [in the ministry] should experience God’s call. If you do 
things you are forced to do, or perhaps also because you are willing “to do 
good deeds”, rendering your services, this is not the best motivation. 
(Hanna, 43, in C6) 
 
The words of one focus group member seem fitting as a conclusion to this topic. Roy 
said, “I think that church should be a place where a person could come and utilize his 
talents in some way. To become useful. To do something for others—not just come and 
sit.” (32, in C 12). The issue of involvement thus begins to reflect the real essence of 
being a church together. 
Interestingly, even though the seminary learning outcomes did not address 
directly the issue of laity involvement, the general picture in local churches revealed by 
needs assessment suggested that the laity was not displeased with conditions in the local 
church. Opportunities to serve generally were available, and pastors generally met the 
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initiative from laity in positive and encouraging ways. Perhaps the theological foundation 
about the nature of the Christian church and the essence of Christian ministry had been 
laid on the satisfactory level. However, this positive situation also may reflect the reality 
of small church life in which ministry is less formal, and not so structured. One focus 
group member described this situation by saying, “We discovered that we actually do 
many things we have not called specific ministry areas but we do deal with these things, 
for example social work according to our possibilities, a bit of women’s ministry etc.” 
(Are, 33, in C3). Another person simply said, “In the small congregation you feel you can 
give more” (Eddy, 52, in C8). In these smaller congregations, however, the realization 
about concrete ministry needs may not be as easy as in the more structured congregation.  
In regard to the pastors though, inadequate use of leadership skills in organizing 
and coordinating the ministry, recruiting coworkers, and delegating tasks led me to 
conclude that while the seminary graduate supposedly would know the basics of 
Christian leadership as one of the learning outcomes in practical theology, this 
knowledge perhaps had not yet reached their everyday practice. Concerning curriculum 
development, the current program in Leadership (PRT007, see Appendix C) needs to be 
emphasized and expanded as a very basic course for ministry. 
Biblically, the ministry of all God’s people is one of the central concepts of the 
New Testament teaching about the ecclesia. Talbert raises the question about the target 
group of the Christian ministry concerning Ephesians 4:12 and concludes that this verse 
describes the mutual ministry of all believers, referring specifically “to gifted activity by 
Christians in general to build up the church” (114). The church in its original meaning as 
a called-out community serving God together is growing and developing as a result of 
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utilizing the God-given gifts of every member of this community and providing every 
member an opportunity to serve others. While speaking about ministry with children and 
youth earlier, the importance of including them into active ministry instead of only 
ministering to them was strongly emphasized by several pastors and focus groups, thus 
confirming the truth that defining the laity as “the people to whom ministry is done” 
(Baker 2) can be harmful to the church and may hinder its growth.  
At the same time, the role of church leadership in enabling, equipping, and 
encouraging the lay ministry seems crucially important and is also biblically grounded. 
Best emphasizes this role in his comment to Ephesians 4:12, saying, “Office-bearers then 
exist to prepare believers for their service to the whole community; they have an enabling 
function, the clergy exists to serve the laity” (204). However, stepping into active 
ministry certainly needs encouragement and enabling but as well preparation and 
guidance which is not only the task of educational institutions but also the local church as 
a “network of interconnected disciples who serve in the community and in the world” 
(Roberts 153). Becoming part of the local church ministry is thus a natural consequence 
of answering God’s initial call and joining the body of Christ.  
Diaconal Ministries 
Diaconal ministries (discerning the needs in church and community, and 
organizing the helping ministry for needy people) were mentioned as important by laity 
(6/10 groups) and by clergy (6/7). As already mentioned in connection with outreach, a 
clear strategy about discerning the needs either inside the church or in the neighborhood 
community seemed almost absent. Thus, the helping ministry (in some cases also labeled 
social ministry) generally addressed the most visible needs in a given community, or as 
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one pastor expressed, “It’s more reacting to the concrete needs [of people], we help as we 
can but sometimes we also direct them further…” (Pastor Tom, C1). The concept of 
diaconal work as a specific form of outreach that could also serve as a proactive and even 
a preventive care for certain risk groups had apparently not been discussed; thus, the 
actual helping ministry was in some cases quite sporadic. In several focus groups, 
especially in smaller communities, people repeatedly used words such as these: we just 
see and notice the needs around us (C2, C3, C6, C8, C9, C10).  
In one church (C6), a purposeful attempt had been made to create a special team 
for developing diaconal ministry and to approach the area of diaconal ministry more 
completely by first raising funds for activities and then planning and organizing the 
actual process of assisting those in need. The result seemed encouraging to the pastor and 
also to the congregation:  
I see that people are more ready than I was myself. There are people who 
want to serve, who want to visit [the needy]. Who are willing to do 
diaconal ministry. There I’m surprised. I didn’t believe that it all can 
develop so quickly. (Pastor Art, C6)  
 
Furthermore, Hanna in the same church focus group said, “But in diaconal ministry, X 
and others have taken the leadership, and there is some development” (43, in C6). This 
positive experience was also considered an example of how to continue organizing and 
structuring other ministry areas. 
Participating churches in Latvia and Lithuania placed more emphasis upon 
diaconal ministry than did the churches in Estonia, although some small churches in 
Estonia were very much involved in helping the needy in their respective communities. A 
private conversation with one Lithuanian diaconal minister, however, revealed a problem 
that in many instances church members had not grasped the theological undercurrent of 
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diaconal ministry and, in her words, “were simply busy by distributing humanitarian 
help.” This tendency was confirmed by the fact that laity in focus groups tended to 
emphasize predominantly concrete helping activities such as offering a warm meal to 
schoolchildren twice a week (C9), visiting sick and elderly persons (C8, C11), giving 
food packages for poor people once a month or according to the need and/or possibilities 
(C1, C3, C6, C8, C10, C11, C12), distributing clothes (C6, C12), offering inexpensive 
childcare (C12), preparing Christmas gifts for elderly persons (C9), providing hairdresser 
service for home-bound elderly and sick persons (C2, C11), organizing Christmas dinner 
for homeless persons (C11), and other services. In one church the youth group was also 
involved in food distribution ministry (C10), and some congregations were doing 
purposeful fundraising to support their diaconal ministries (C10, C12). Although the long 
list of different diaconal ministries showed a relatively wide variety of practical activities 
and even included some more or less creative approaches, the discussion around these 
activities never really touched any theological grounds.  
The conceptual basis for different types of diaconal services derived from the 
New Testament word diakoneo means serve. This word is given a very deep meaning in 
Mark 10:43-45, where Jesus responds to James’ and John’s plea regarding prominence in 
the future kingdom and explains the essence of divine greatness by saying, “[W]hoever 
wants to become great among you must be your servant.… For even the Son of the Man 
did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many” 
[emphasis mine]. Based on this theological emphasis on a self-sacrificing serving attitude 
toward all people regardless their religion or any other characteristics, stepping into 
diaconal ministry takes some preparation and education about Christian service. Thus, 
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handling diaconal ministry only as action expressed in distribution of goods or rendering 
practical aid as a result of perceived needs in the local community may not really help the 
needy and certainly will not convey the good news about God’s unconditional love.  
Interestingly, the Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary learning outcomes did 
not address diaconal ministries at all. Even though diaconal ministries traditionally 
should have been included in the field of practical theology, this course was for some 
reason totally missing from the curriculum. One elective course, provided every three 
years and labeled Christian Social Services (PRT013, see Appendix C) was the only class 
somewhat connected with diaconal ministry. The decision to include a course in diaconal 
ministries into seminary curriculum has in principle been already made.  
Implications of the Findings 
The major findings of the needs assessment fit to a certain extent into the fivefold 
ministry pattern offered by Frost and Hirsch (169) on the basis of Ephesians 4:11. Listing 
the ministry functions described in this verse as apostolic, prophetic, evangelistic, 
pastoral, and teaching, they explained that these areas are not mutually exclusive but 
interconnected. According to this pattern, outreach and diaconal ministry could be seen 
both as apostolic and evangelistic; teaching of Bible could be seen as teaching, involving 
people to ministry could be seen both as prophetic and pastoral, and ministry with 
children and youth could be seen as pastoral function. 
 The analysis also showed some gaps in the current curriculum of the Baltic 
Methodist Theological Seminary. Even though the learning outcomes as stated in the 
curriculum basically provided the context for developing required ministerial capacities 
and emphasized practical application of knowledge, the outcomes were formulated far 
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too broadly to guarantee the actual acquirement of these capacities. At the same time, the 
results of the needs assessment provided useful information for further discussion in the 
process of curriculum development.  
Some conclusions resulted from the main findings: 
 First, the interconnectedness of different ministry capacities needs to be 
continuously reflected both in the process of developing the seminary curriculum and 
also in discussing learning outcomes of any given subject.  
 All ministry areas cannot be taught as separate classes, and separating them 
into too narrow entities might even harm the holistic view of Christian ministry. The 
proper balance between integrated classes and classes focused on specific ministry areas, 
perhaps taught as electives, needs to be found. 
 The wide variety of ministerial capacities needed in the local church has to be 
taken under serious consideration by all faculty members regardless of the name of their 
class, and they all should be challenged to integrate examples and stories about local 
church ministry and prompt class discussions about application of their subject matter in 
local church ministry.  
Limitations of the Study 
Limitations of the study emerged mostly from its geographical and socio-cultural 
setting. Even as the United Methodist Church was founded at the same time in all three 
Baltic countries, and the historical and political context throughout the last century has 
been relatively similar, the UMC survived the communist regime only in Estonia, and 
was reestablished in Latvia and Lithuania in the 1990s after all three countries had 
regained their independence. For this reason, the congregational culture and ministry 
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traditions in Estonia and Latvia/Lithuania certainly differ somewhat as well as the 
educational level and ministerial experiences of pastors. In order to add even more value 
to gathered information, it would have been interesting to have at least two focus group 
interviews in every church in order to obtain more perspectives and aspects of ministry. 
Still another small limitation was the language issue as these three countries are doing 
local ministry in four languages—Estonian, Russian, Latvian, and Lithuanian; thus, some 
focus groups were led with the help of a translator who was not able to report all nods 
and other nonverbal clues as I did from conversations led in Estonian, Russian, and 
English.  
In addition to developing the seminary curriculum, the findings of this study also 
may be used for future strategies of the United Methodist Church in Baltic countries and 
perhaps also for planning the School of Congregational Development, which brings 
together clergy and laity from all three countries in every second year for common study 
and sharing of ministry experiences.  
Unexpected Observations 
The general joyful willingness and openness among laity and pastors to discuss 
local church life and its ministry needs was positively surprising. In one small church, 
responding to the introduction to the focus group conversation, an elderly person said, 
“We are always glad if someone is interested to hear our story.” In two churches, pastors 
used the opportunity to continue the conversation even after the official interview was 
finished, and they emphasized afterwards their gratitude for this unexpected “pastoral 
care conversation,” as they had perceived it. For me, it created the situation Sensing 
described as being “pastorally connected to the participants” (42). Based on these 
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experiences, I have observed a need for fellowship time around questions that prompt 
people to ponder the ministry of their church, their personal involvement in it, and their 
dreams and ideas for developing and broadening the existing ministry.  
However, I expected that laity and especially pastors would see the big picture of 
Christian ministry better, and I was disappointed by the prevailing tendency (even by 
some pastors) to speak about concrete persons, single events, and the past, instead of 
looking forward. Perhaps the daily burden to manage the day-to-day activities with 
relatively few coworkers supports a reactive attitude rather than a proactive attitude 
among pastors and laity in these churches, since they cannot afford the luxury of much 
strategic planning or think ahead. This tendency may also draw from the lack of mutual 
meaningful discussion of ministry among laity (highlighted in nine focus groups as the 
desired capacity of providing space for mutual communication about ministry), and the 
lack of clarity or/and insufficient communication about ministry goals and focuses 
(highlighted by five pastors and in six focus groups as the capacity of goal setting/finding 
the ministry focus). 
Recommendations 
Based on the analysis of findings, I would offer the following recommendations 
concerning the curriculum of Baltic Methodist Theological Seminary: 
 review the curriculum learning outcomes for precision, clarity, and coherence 
 add a course about ministry/reaching out to different age groups (including 
children and youth but not limited to these two categories)  
 connect the class of Adult education methods (PRT004 Andragogy) with 
implementing Bible study methods 
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 increase the general emphasis on outreach ministry, purposefully provide tools 
for needs analysis, and teach contextualization skills  
 emphasize and expand the current program in Leadership (PRT007) as a very 
basic course for ministry 
 add a course in diaconal ministries  
One future area of research could involve study about ministry needs among Baltic 
Methodist Theological Seminary graduates who are working as pastors. Another 
interesting area of research would be a comparative study about ministry needs in 
different denominations in Estonia. 
Postscript 
God has taught me a great deal through these twenty four conversations and 
twelve visits to different churches in all three Baltic countries. Even in spite of some 
language barriers, mutual understanding, communicating with each other in a meaningful 
way, and experiencing the warmth of a real Christian fellowship always seemed possible. 
In the end of this journey, I am grateful to God and willing to work toward adjusting and 
developing our seminary curriculum and teaching style so the education we provide can 
better meet ministry needs. I also am willing to continue and develop further the dialogue 
between the Church and the Seminary in order to support and enrich the ministry of the 
United Methodist Church in Baltic countries. 
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APPENDIX A 
MINISTRY NEEDS FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW 
1. What are the main ministry areas in your church and how would you prioritize them/ 
how are they prioritized? 
2. Have there been any recent changes in the ministry outreach, and how did these 
changes come to be? 
3. How often and how do you evaluate and/or discuss different ministry areas of your 
church with church members? 
4. How does your church involve lay members in ministry according to their gifts and 
skills? How do you identify these gifts and skills? 
5. What are your dreams about potential new ministry areas, and what are the reasons 
these dreams are not fulfilled? 
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APPENDIX B 
PASTOR’S MINISTRY NEEDS INTERVIEW 
1. How do you identify ministry needs in and around your church, and how do you 
prioritize them? 
2. Does your vision for the church include any ministry areas that are not yet 
functioning? 
3. How much is your preaching aimed to develop new ministry areas or broaden the 
existing ones? 
4. How do you identify the spiritual gifts and ministry skills among your church 
members? 
5. What would be the main hindrances for initiating new ministry areas and/or 
developing further the existing ones? 
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APPENDIX C 
BALTIC METHODIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY CURRICULUM 
Approved at the Faculty meeting on 12 September 2008, 
amended on 9 June 2010 
amended on 3 March 2011 
amended on 2 June 2011 
 
 
 
BALTIC METHODIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 
Study programme of Higher Applied Education in Theology 
 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES: 
■ To create opportunities to gain broad-based theoretical knowledge in Theology. 
■ To ensure acquisition of practical skills for working in different Christian ministries. 
■ To link theory with practice so that the acquired knowledge and skills could create prerequisites for 
lifelong learning and competency in one’s profession. 
 
GENERAL LEARNING OUTCOMES: 
The student  
■ has an overview of church history and know different theological issues and fields; 
■ is familiar with the basic content of the Bible, its sociocultural context and find links with the 
contemporary context; 
■ is able to apply the knowledge gained at the Seminary in Christian ministry; 
■ is capable of communicating with different target groups and use the acquired knowledge and skills in the 
broader social context; 
■ appreciates the importance of lifelong learning in personal development. 
 
 
STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY PROGRAMME  
 
1 GENERAL DISCIPLINES 20 ECTS 
2 SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY 32 ECTS 
3 CHURCH HISTORY 18 ECTS 
4 BIBLICAL STUDIES 54 ECTS 
5 PRACTICAL THEOLOGY 49 ECTS 
6 APPRENTICESHIP 28 ECTS 
7 COURSE PAPER AND DIPLOMA PAPER 16 ECTS 
8 ELECTIVES 23 ECTS 
 TOTAL 240 ECTS 
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1. GENERAL DISCIPLINES (20 ECTS) 
Objectives: to develop 
• general cultural competence 
• social communicative competence 
• professional competence 
Code 
Mandatory 
Discipline ECTS Assessment Lecturer 
YLD002 Computer Programs for Biblical 
Studies 
2 P/IC Rein Laaneser 
YLD028 
YLD029 
Mother Tongue 3 E Ilmo Au,  
Jelena Topolya 
YLD006 Foreign Language I (English) 3 E Ulvi Renser,  
Elena Topolya 
YLD007 Foreign Language I (Estonian) 3 E Veronika Fjodorova 
YLD033 Introduction to Psychology  2 E Mag. Meeli Tankler 
YLD030 Introduction to Philosophy  3 E Mag. Meeli Tankler 
YLD046 Practical Psychology of 
Communication 
3 E Mag. Karmen Maikalu 
YLD047 Academic Writing 2 P/IC Rein Laaneser 
Mark Nelson 
YLD034 Basics in Scientific Research 4 P/IC Dr. Ingmar Kurg,  
Mag. Meeli Tankler,  
Rein Laaneser 
Electives 
YLD035 
YLD036 
Foreign Language II 
Foreign Language II 
3 E Ulvi Renser,  
Elena Topolya,  
Veronika Fjodorova 
YLD037 
YLD038 
Foreign Language III 
Foreign Language III 
3 E Ulvi Renser,  
Elena Topolya,  
Veronika Fjodorova 
YLD014 Computer Study I 2 E Rein Laaneser 
YLD018 Computer Study II 2 P/IC Rein Laaneser 
 
Learning outcomes: a student 
• is able to use different databases, 
• is able to use the scientific literature, 
• is able to use research methodologies to carry out professional research. 
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2. SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY (32 ECTS) 
Objectives: to provide an overview 
• of the nature and purpose of theology; 
• of the disciplines and subject areas within the sphere of theology; 
• of the terminology necessary for discussing theology 
• of Christian principles for ethics 
 
Code 
Mandatory 
Discipline ECTS Assessment Lecturer 
SYT001 Introduction to Theology 3 E Priit Tamm 
SYT002 Introduction to Wesleyan Theology 3 E Dr. Ken Collins 
SYT019 Ecclesiology 2 E Priit Tamm 
SYT004 
SYT005 
Basics in Christian Doctrine I 
and II 
6 E Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
SYT022 Apologetics 3 E Mark Nelson 
SYT021 Comparative Religion 3 E 
Mag. Ringo 
Ringvee 
SYT008 Cultural Anthropology 3 E Dr. Steven Ybarrola 
SYY031 Ethics 3 E Mark Nelson 
SYT035 
Ecumenism and the Study of 
Denominations 
3 E 
Dr. Ingmar Kurg 
 
Electives 
SYT012 Lutheran Theology 3 P/IC Dr. Ove Sander 
SYT013 Sociology of Religion 2 E Dr. Ingmar Kurg 
SYT014 Contemporary Virtue Ethics 2 P/IC Dr. Meego Remmel 
SYT015 Estonian Folk Religion 2 P/IC  
SYT017 Orthodox Culture and Worldview 3 E 
Dr. Sergei 
Nikolajev 
SYT023 Contemporary Christian Theology 3 E Dr. Ingmar Kurg 
 
Learning outcomes: a student 
• has a systematic overview of the fundamentals, subject areas, terminology, objectives, methodologies and 
theories of theology; 
• is able to use theological terminology, critically evaluate contemporary theological information and find 
ways for its implementation; 
• is capable of presenting their views orally and in writing and discussing them on the basis of the Biblical 
faith tradition and Christian cultural tradition. 
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3. CHURCH HISTORY (18 ECTS)  
The objectives: to introduce 
• historical origins of theological positions; 
• philosophical and historical premises; 
• present significance. 
 
Code 
Mandatory 
Discipline ECTS Assessment Lecturer 
KIL001 Church History I: Early Christianity 3 E Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
KIL002 Church History II: Middle Ages 3 E Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
KIL003 Church History III: Reformation 3 E Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
KIL004 
Church History IV:  
Estonian Church History 
3 E Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
KIL013 
Church History V:  
Revival and Holiness Movements 
3 E Dr. Ingmar Kurg 
KIL006 
Church History VI:  
History of Christian Mission 
3 E Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
Electives 
KIL007 
Contemporary Charismatic 
Movement 
2 P/IC Dr. Ingmar Kurg 
KIL008 Basics in Christian History 2 P/IC Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
 
Learning outcomes: a student 
• is capable of giving a considered evaluation on Church history, denominational diversity and 
multireligious society; 
• has enough experience to participate in the dialogue between the Church and society in the context of 
contemporary culture. 
 
4. BIBLICAL STUDIES (54 ECTS) 
The objectives: 
• to provide an overview of the formation of the OT and NT books; 
• to understand the socio-cultural context of the Biblical era; 
• to compare it to the modern era; 
• to provide an understanding of the hermeneutical principles; 
• to teach the usage of Bible study methods; 
• to develop OT and NT reading skills at a basic level in the original language; 
• to apply the acquired knowledge in practical ministry. 
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New Testament Studies 
Code 
Mandatory 
Discipline ECTS Assessment Lecturer 
PIO056 New Testament Era 2 P/IC Dr. Üllas Tankler 
PIO006 New Testament Survey 4 E Mark Nelson 
PIO003 Inductive Bible Study: Mark 3 E 
Mag. Anne Saluraid,  
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO065 Inductive Bible Study: Romans 2 E 
Mag. Anne Saluraid,  
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO008 General Epistles 2 E 
Mag. Anne Saluraid,  
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO009 New Testament Theology 3 E Mag. Anne Saluraid 
PIO010 
PIO011 
New Testament Exegesis I-II 8 E 
Mag. Anne Saluraid,  
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO002 
PIO004 
Greek I and II 8 E 
Mag. Anne Saluraid,  
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO026 Hermeneutics 2 P/IC Mark Nelson 
Electives 
PIO019 Acts 2 E Dr. Robert Mulholland 
PIO066 Mission Strategies of Paul 2 E Dr. Ingmar Kurg 
PIO021 Women in the Bible 2 P/IC Mag. Anne Saluraid 
 
Old Testament Studies 
Code 
Mandatory 
Discipline ECTS Assessment Lecturer 
PIO001 Old Testament Survey 4 E Mark Nelson 
PIO067 Inductive Bible Study: Exodus 2 E 
Mag. Anne Saluraid,  
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO013 Historical Books 2 E Mark Nelson 
PIO016 Wisdom Literature and Poetry 2 E 
Mag. Margit Sepp, 
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO014 
Inductive Bible Study: Minor 
Prophets 
2 E 
Mag. Margit Sepp, 
Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO015 Old Testament Theology 4 E Mag. Kadri Metsma 
PIO018 Bible Criticism 4 E Mark Nelson 
Electives 
PIO017 Short Course in Hebrew 3 E Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO023 Old Testament Exegesis I 2 E Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO024 Old Testament Exegesis II 2 E Mag. Tatjana Semjonova 
PIO025 Old Testament Characters 2 E Mark Nelson 
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Learning outcomes: a student: 
• knows the Biblical books and their formation; 
• has an overview of the Biblical era; 
• is capable of implementing Bible study methods and understands the hermeneutical principle; 
• has elementary knowledge of Biblical languages; 
• is able to find the main message of the Bible and compare it to the contemporary religious and socio-
cultural situation and apply it in practical ministry . 
 
5. PRACTICAL THEOLOGY (49 ECTS) 
The objectives: 
• the integration of theological knowledge and Christian ministry in the learning process; 
• development of personally and socially responsible ethical attitudes; 
• active participation in life and activities which express Christian worldview, ethics and faith; 
• development of skills necessary for practical ministry; 
• creation of mentor relationships to support Christian ministry. 
 
Code 
Mandatory 
Discipline ECTS Assessment Lecturer 
PRT003 Evangelism and Discipleship 3 E Taavi Hollman 
PRT004 Andragogy 3 E Mag. Lii Lilleoja 
PRT005 
Pastoral Care and Basics in 
Counselling 
6 E Mag. Meeli Tankler 
PRT006 Homiletics 3 E Dr. Üllas Tankler 
PRT007 Leadership 3 E 
Dr. Üllas Tankler,  
Robert Tšerenkov 
PRT008 Homiletics practicum 2 E 
Dr. Üllas Tankler,  
Robert Tšerenkov 
PRT098 
Basics in Liturgics and Liturgy 
practicum 
6 E Priit Tamm 
PRT002 Mission Studies 3 E Dr. Ingmar Kurg 
PRT081 
Supervised Ministry I : 
Spirituality 
5 P/IC Mag. Thea Kant 
PRT082 
Supervised Ministry II: Prayer 
Life 
5 P/IC Mag. Thea Kant 
PRT083 Supervised Ministry III: The Call 5 P/IC Mag. Meeli Tankler 
PRT084 
Supervised Ministry IV: Christian 
Ministry 
5 P/IC Mag. Meeli Tankler 
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Code 
Mandatory 
Discipline ECTS Assessment Lecturer 
PRT013 Christian Social Services 2 P/IC  
PRT014 Psychology of Religion 3 E Dr. Tõnu Lehtsaar 
PRT015 Hymnology 2 E Marika Labanova 
PRT016 Choir and Vocal Training 2 P/IC Marika Labanova 
PRT017 Christian Pedagogy 3 E Mag. Lii Lilleoja 
PRT018 Youth Work 2 P/IC Marjana Luist 
PRT019 Family Counselling 2 P/IC Mag. Meeli Tankler 
PRT020 
Small Group Work in a 
Congregation 
2 P/IC Mag. Thea Kant 
PRT021 Special Education 3 E Dr. Liivi Hollman 
PRT022 Children and Youth Pastoral Care 2 P/IC Mag. Meeli Tankler 
PRT023 Basics in Pastoral Leadership 2 P/IC Dr. Üllas Tankler 
PRT024 
Church Growth and Church 
Planting 
2 P/IC Mag. Kaupo Kant 
PRT025 Christian Media 2 P/IC Mag. Helle Aan 
PRT026 Teaching the Bible 2 P/IC 
Dr. Üllas Tankler,  
Mag. Meeli Tankler 
PRT027 Structure of UMC  2 P/IC Priit Tamm 
PRT028 Basics in Chaplaincy 2 E 
Igor Miller,  
Raivo Nikiforov 
PRT080 Christian Spirituality 2 P/IC Dr. Heigo Ritsbek 
 
Learning outcomes: a student: 
• grows towards a model that is based on the life and teachings of Christ; 
• acknowledges the responsibility of communicating the Gospel; 
• discovers the joyful challenge of Christian ministry and calling in a Christian and/or social organisation; 
• is capable of expressing one’s knowledge and views orally and in writing; 
• knows the basics of Christian leadership, management and counselling; 
• applies the acquired ministry skills in Church and Christian organisations; 
• values lifelong learning and mental and spiritual personal development. 
 
6. Apprenticeship (28 ECTS) 
 
Code Discipline ECTS 
PRA001 I. In a Congregation—stage 1 7 
PRA030 II. In a Congregation—stage 2 7 
PRA004 III. Continous Apprenticeship 7 
PRA008 III. Choice Apprenticeship 7 
 
Learning outcomes: a student 
• has an overview about local church history, its current ministries and their structure;  
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• has acquired basic knowledge and hands-on experience about day-to-day ministry in the church, in social 
outreach, mission, organizing camps etc.;  
• is able to set ministry goals in different ministry areas;  
• is able to analyze his/her activities and accept consctructive critical remarks in order to improve one’s 
performance. 
 
7. Course Paper and Diploma Paper (16 ECTS) 
 
Code Discipline ECTS 
KUT001 Course Paper 6 
DIT001 
LOE001 
Diploma Paper or Exam 10 
 
Learning outcomes: a student  
• is able to carry out a researh including the analysis of gathered data, connecting the theories with each 
other and/or a theory with actual findings of the research, and reach the conclusions while using a correct 
terminology of a given field;  
• is integrating skills and knowledge acquired in previous study;  
• is capable of formulating the written paper according to the academic requirements,  
• is capable of presenting the paper orally, with comments and explanations.  
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APPENDIX D 
LIST OF BMTS CURRICULUM LEARNING OUTCOMES  
GENERAL LEARNING OUTCOMES: 
I. has an overview of church history and knows different theological issues and fields, 
II.  is familiar with the basic content of the Bible, its sociocultural context and find links 
with the contemporary context, 
III.  is able to apply the knowledge gained at the Seminary in Christian ministry, 
IV.  is capable of communicating with different target groups and use the acquired 
knowledge and skills in the broader social context, 
V. appreciates the importance of lifelong learning in personal development. 
1. GENERAL DISCIPLINES 
1.1. is able to use different databases, 
1.2. is able to use the scientific literature, 
1.3. is able to use research methodologies to carry out professional research work. 
2. SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY 
2.1. has a systematic overview of the fundamentals, subject areas, terminology, 
objectives, methodologies and theories of theology; 
2.2. is able to use theological terminology, critically evaluate contemporary 
theological information and find ways for its implementation; 
2.3. is capable of presenting views orally and in writing and discussing them on the 
basis of the Biblical faith tradition and Christian cultural tradition.  
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3. CHURCH HISTORY 
3.1. is capable of giving a considered evaluation on Church history, denominational 
diversity and multi-religious society; 
3.2. has enough experience to participate in the dialogue between the Church and 
society in the context of contemporary culture. 
4. BIBLICAL STUDIES 
4.1. knows the Biblical books and their formation; 
4.2. has an overview of the Biblical era; 
4.3. is capable of implementing Bible study methods and understands the 
hermeneutical principle; 
4.4. has elementary knowledge of Biblical languages; 
4.5. is able to find the main message of the Bible and compare it to the contemporary 
religious and socio-cultural situation and apply it in practical ministry. 
5. PRACTICAL THEOLOGY 
5.1. grows towards a model that is based on the life and teachings of Christ; 
5.2. acknowledges the responsibility of communicating the Gospel; 
5.3. discovers the joyful challenge of Christian ministry and calling in a Christian 
and/or social organization; 
5.4. is capable of expressing one’s knowledge and views orally and in writing; 
5.5. knows the basics of Christian leadership, management and counseling; 
5.6. applies the acquired ministry skills in Church and Christian organizations; 
5.7. appraises lifelong learning and mental and spiritual personal development.  
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6. APPRENTICESHIP  
6.1. has an overview about local church history, its current ministries and their 
structure;  
6.2. has acquired basic knowledge and hands-on experience about day-to-day ministry 
in the church, in social outreach, mission, organizing camps etc.;  
6.3. is able to set ministry goals in different ministry areas;  
6.4. is able to analyze his/her activities and accept constructive critical remarks in 
order to improve one’s performance. 
7. COURSE PAPER AND DIPLOMA PAPER 
7.1. is able to carry out a research including the analysis of gathered data, connecting 
the theories with each other and/or a theory with actual findings of the research, 
and reach the conclusions while using a correct terminology of a given field;  
7.2. is integrating skills and knowledge acquired in previous study;  
7.3. is capable of formulating the written paper according to the academic 
requirements;  
7.4. is capable of presenting the paper orally, with comments and explanations.  
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APPENDIX E 
SAMPLE LETTER TO DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS 
Date 
Dear  
I am currently a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, 
KY, and I am conducting research in order to identify the curricular components essential 
for providing an educational experience for seminary students responsive to the 
ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. In 
order to find out what are the primary ministry areas and ministry needs in these 
churches, I am planning to lead focus group interviews with 5-6 lay people, and also an 
individual interview with the pastor, in   UM churches in  .  
 
So I am asking for your permission to include to this study    UM churches in   
and I hope to share the outcomes with you in the second half of the year 2013.  
 
If you need some additional information, feel free to contact me at mt.tankler@mail.ee or 
by phone at +372 56 912 996. I am looking forward to hear from you soon.  
I hope that you will support this research project and give your permission to contact 
churches in your area. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Meeli Tankler 
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APPENDIX F 
SAMPLE LETTER TO PASTORS 
Date 
Dear  
I am a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, KY, and 
I am conducting research in order to identify the curricular components essential for 
providing an educational experience for seminary students that is responsive to the 
ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. In 
order to find out what are the primary ministry areas and ministry needs in these 
churches, I shall lead focus group interviews with 5-6 lay people, and additionally also an 
individual interview with the pastor, in   UM churches in  . Your church has 
been selected as one of these    churches to assist in this study. 
 
I want to reassure you that your responses in the individual interview are kept 
confidential, as well as the focus group interview information that will stay within the 
members of this small group. Please know also that you can refuse to respond to any 
question or topic in your individual interview as well as in the focus group conversation. 
Any personalized data about the whole research will be destroyed as soon as the research 
is completed, and generalized results are drawn. 
  
In case you need some additional information, feel free to contact me at 
mt.tankler@mail.ee or by phone at +372 56 912 996.  
 
If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date this letter below to 
indicate your voluntary participation. I would like to ask you also to propose a date for 
the focus group interview and names of your church members who would participate in 
the focus group. Thank you for your help. 
 
Sincerely, 
Meeli Tankler 
 
I volunteer to participate in the study described above and so indicate by my signature 
below: 
Your signature:       Date: 
Please print your name: 
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APPENDIX G 
SAMPLE LETTER TO THE FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS 
Date 
Dear  
I am a Doctor of Ministry student at Asbury Theological Seminary in Wilmore, KY, and 
I am conducting research in order to identify the curricular components essential for 
providing an educational experience for seminary students that is responsive to the 
ministerial needs of United Methodist churches in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. In order 
to find out what are the primary ministry areas and ministry needs in these churches, I 
shall lead focus group interviews with 5-6 lay people, in   UM churches in  . Your 
church has been selected as one of these   churches to assist in this study, and you 
have been named by your pastor to be one of the participants in the focus group 
interview. 
 
I want to reassure you that your responses are kept confidential (within the members of 
this small group). Please know also that you can refuse to respond to any question or 
topic in the focus group conversation. Any personalized data about the whole research 
will be destroyed as soon as the research is completed, and generalized results are drawn. 
 
In case you need some additional information, feel free to contact me at 
mt.tankler@mail.ee or by phone at +372 56 912 996.  
 
If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date this letter below to 
indicate your voluntary participation. Thank you for your help. 
 
Sincerely, 
Meeli Tankler 
 
I volunteer to participate in the study described above and so indicate by my signature 
below: 
Your signature:       Date: 
Please print your name: 
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